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Abstract—The recent digital revolution led robots to become
integrated more than ever into different domains such as agricul-
tural, medical, industrial, military, police (law enforcement) and
logistics. Robots are devoted to serve, facilitate and to enhance
the human life. However, many incidents have been occurring,
leading to serious injuries and devastating impacts such as the
unnecessary loss of human lives. Unintended accidents will always
take place, but the ones caused by malicious attacks represent a
very challenging issue. This includes maliciously hijacking and
controlling robots and causing serious economic and financial
losses. This paper reviews the main security vulnerabilities,
threats, risks and their impacts, and the main security attacks
within the robotics domain. In this context, different approaches
and recommendations are presented in order to enhance and
improve the security level of robotic systems such as multi-factor
device/user authentication schemes, in addition to multi-factor
cryptographic algorithms. We also review the recently presented
security solutions for robotic systems.

Index terms— Robotics; Security Systems; Security
Attacks; Countermeasures; Risk Analysis; Counter-
Terrorism/Insurgency, Robotics Against COVID-19

I. INTRODUCTION

With the latest digital revolution and the heavy reliance on
Artificial Intelligence (AI), smart robots are being employed
to speed up the transformation of digital operations [1], [2].
In this context, the market of intelligent machines, including
autonomous robots, is exponentially growing [3]; more than
40 million robots were reportedly sold between 2016 and
2019 [4].

Robotics is one of those technologies that are witnessing
tremendous expansion and growth especially with the rise of
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, its emergence
into the Internet of Things (IoT) domain, led it to be called
the Internet of Robotic Things [5]. In fact, robots play a crucial
role in modern societies, offering various opportunities to help
in various domains, including civilian and military sectors, as
well as agricultural, industrial, and medical ones. However,
there are several concerns related to robots’ deployment in
critical infrastructures (e.g. industrial, medical, etc.). These
concerns are mainly related to security, safety, accuracy and
trust. Security is primarily related to the level of protection
of these robots against different type of cyber-attacks. Safety
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is related to the reduction of the likelihood of accidents’
occurrence(s), accuracy is based on performing the intended
task without any faults/mistakes, while trust is based on the
level of satisfaction and capability of these robots to accurately
perform and replace humans in certain fields and activities [6].
However, various security concerns, issues, vulnerabilities, and
threats are constantly arising, including the malicious misuse
of these robots via cyber-attacks, which may result into serious
injuries and even death [7], [8].

A. Motivation

Robots are being adopted in various sectors such as agri-
culture (crop monitoring and watering), industry (building
and construction), military (combat and logistics), disaster
relief (search and rescue), and healthcare (remote surgeries,
remote deliveries, anti-COVID-19 use, etc.). However, recent
robotic-related incidents and misuses gained the media’s at-
tention, where casualties or/and fatalities cases were reported
in incidents related to terrorism/cyber-terrorism, sabotage and
espionage. Therefore, this paper discusses why robot manu-
facturers must consider safety, security and accuracy in their
initial design, and it highlights the recent efforts and robotic-
based solutions to overcome and reduce the impact and spread
of COVID-19, with lessons learnt to overcome any possible
future pandemic spread.

B. Related work

According to [9], various robotic challenges were discussed,
out of which, security was considered among the hardest ones.
Advanced Robot systems became more prone to a variety of
cyber-attacks [10], [11], [12] that target their data or (oper-
ating) systems’ confidentiality, integrity, availability, authen-
tication and/or privacy [13], [14]. The main security threats
and vulnerabilities targeting robotic systems were described
in [15], [16]. Furthermore, a set of known robotic cyber-attacks
were presented in [17] and various efforts were combined to
reduce the exposure of the Robot Operating System (ROS) to
various security vulnerabilities, as indicated in [18]. Moreover,
a set of energy-efficient security mechanisms were presented
in [19]. In [20], Guiochet et al. investigated the safety of ap-
plications based on robots-humans interaction . In [21], Dieber
et al. evaluated the security of ROS by applying penetration
tests while presenting countermeasures to harden its security.
A recent work [22], [23] listed the current cyber-defense trends
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in industrial control systems. In addition, in [24], Jahan et
al. reviewed the secure modelling of autonomous systems
including robotic ones.

Unfortunately, the related work lacks a global understanding
of the robotics security issues and their causes. Moreover, no
recommendations have been made in regards of designing
secure robotic systems.

Therefore, this paper highlights the main robotic domains
of use, fields of operation, and application fields. In addition,
this paper surveys the main security threats and vulnerabilities
that surround the robotic domain whilst presenting a variety of
suitable solutions to mitigate them. In fact, a risk assessment is
also presented in a qualitative manner based on the risk level
and occurrence, and presenting their most suitable solutions.
This paper also presents the main applications of robotics
in the global fight against the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,
especially with the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Ma-
chine Learning (ML) solutions [25], while highlighting addi-
tional robotic technologies [26], [27], [28], and the importance
of their applications in tele-medicine and virtual clinics/care
domains [29]. In summary, this work aims to summarize the
existing solutions that only focus on a single security aspect,
with no clear security and safety recommendations being made
with respect to designing secure and safe robotic systems. As
such, the objective is to ensure that future security solutions
strike a good balance between robots’ performance and their
corresponding security and safety levels. Moreover, several
recommendations were presented for the design of secure
robotic systems in addition to identifying a set of possible
research directions within the robotic security domain.

C. Objectives & Contributions

The objective of this paper is to highlight the importance
of adopting the various robotic techniques (i.e drones, robots,
underwater vehicles, AI, etc.) in every aspect of both the
cyber and physical worlds. Also, the paper emphasizes that
the robotic domain suffers from a set of security and safety
threats that can lead to dangerous attacks. In this context,
we review the robotics security threats, vulnerabilities and
attacks, in addition to providing a qualitative risk assessment
for these attacks. Equally important, we present a set of
possible solutions to overcome these attacks. Moreover, the
robustness and efficiency of these solutions are analysed, and
we suggest several recommendations to increase the security
level of robotic systems. In summary, this paper provides a
global review about the robotic security, which is not well
presented in the literature.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

1) We illustrate the multi-purpose use of robots in various
domains, to set the stage for the understanding and
evaluation of robotic security attacks and their impacts.

2) We highlight the different security vulnerabilities, risks,
types of attacks and their sources.

3) We present a new taxonomy of how attacks take place,
along with their impact, nature, structure, and concerns.

4) We propose a list of recommendations and security
requirements to safeguard robots against such attacks,
to minimize their damage, and hence, to make the
corresponding applications safer to deploy and use.

D. Organization

This paper consists of eight sections and is organized as fol-
lows: Section II reviews the use of robots in multiple domains.
Section III highlights the robotics issues and challenges,
including the main security threats, risks, and vulnerabilities.
Section IV classifies the main robotic cyber-attacks according
to different layers such as physical and network layers, where
the main security and safety concerns are discussed, with a
qualitative risk assessment being proposed. In Section V-A,
the robotic cyber-threat intelligence is presented along its
advantages, while also highlighting three active responses in-
cluding active security awareness, response and management.
In Section V, different effective security countermeasures are
discussed to ensure protection for robotic systems’ layers.
The authentication, identification and verification processes
are also discussed, along with the need for effective multi-
factor authentication techniques to restrict access to authorized
privileged robots/users only. In Section VI, we present the
main security requirements and recommendations for future
research directions over the security aspect in the robotics
domains. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. ROBOT APPLICATION DOMAINS

Robots have been deployed in different domains and em-
ployed in different fields, including civilian and military ones,
which are summarized in Fig. 1. The figure illustrates the var-
ious robotic usages in different fields of operations for many
tasks and purposes such as photography, product delivery, agri-
culture, wildlife monitoring, policing, search and rescue, emer-
gency response, crisis/disaster response, casualty evacuation,
reconnaissance and surveillance, counter-terrorism/insurgency,
counter-IEDs/unexploded ordnance, border patrol, infrastruc-
ture inspections, science, etc. There are different types of
robots depending on their field of operation: Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) such as drones, Autonomous Unmanned
Aircraft Vehicles (AUAVs), Unmanned Aerial Combat Vehi-
cles (UACVs) and Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UASs) [30],
[31], Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) such as robots
and autonomous vehicles [32], and Unmanned Underwater
Vehicles (UUVs) such as underwater drones, Autonomous Sur-
face Vehicle (ASV), Remotely Operated Underwater Vehicles
(ROUVs) and Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) [33],
[34].
This section discusses the main use of robots in industrial [35],
[36], medical [37], disaster and agriculture fields, in addition
to police and military ones [30].

A. Industrial Field

Industrial robots are mainly used in order to reduce man-
power. Robots have become artificially smart and able to
perform jobs faster, safer and with higher efficiency [38].
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Fig. 1: Robots use in certain fields

Such jobs include manufacturing, construction, transportation,
and quality control. In particular, robots are being used in
hazardous locations to perform dangerous tasks. They are also
capable of performing repetitive tasks with the same precision
and accuracy, better than their human counterparts.

B. Medical Field

Robots have been deployed in the medical domain to be
used in tele-medicine, virtual care, and remote treatment
concepts [39], [29]. In fact, they were designed to serve
as medical robots, surgical robots, and hospital robots [40].
They are used to perform small surgeries accurately, and new
medical robots are capable of performing Cardio-Pulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR) [41].

C. Agriculture Field

Robots are used in agriculture due to their efficient and
increased performance in reducing manpower and resource
consumption [42]. They are used to perform some tasks
efficiently, especially when dealing with a large farming area
that requires at least a dozen of workers and several days. This
enhances irrigation, crop testing, crop agriculture, and so on.

D. Disaster Field

Disaster robots can be used to reach and find helpless people
who were isolated by floods, or stuck and lost somewhere [43],
[44]. Disaster robots can perform jobs and reach places that
humans cannot [45]. Their famous use was when Search and
Rescue (SAR) robots were deployed to locate and find lost
Thai cave boys safely [46]. Moreover, robots were used in
the firefighting domain [47], [48], which helps in sparing the
lives of firefighters and to access areas that are deemed too
dangerous, too small and/or too risky for firefighters. In fact,
both robots and UAVs were used after the devastating Beirut
port explosion that occurred at around 6:07 pm on August 4th,
2020, to help with assessing the damage and impact radius,
as well as in the search for missing personnel [49], [50], [51],
[52]. The explosion was caused by the alleged detonation of
2,750 tonnes of Ammonium Nitrate due to lack of proper
storage, equivalent to 1.1 kilotons of TriNitroToluene (TNT),
and is considered as one of the most powerful non-nuclear
explosions in history.

E. Police & Law Enforcement Field

Robots are being deployed in various police fields, espe-
cially when it comes to shooting down, neutralising or elim-
inating suspects in places that are considered too dangerous
and that could lead to the loss of valuable officers’ lives. A
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well-known use case of this application is when the police
used a robot strapped with a C4 explosive and detonated it in
order to kill the Dallas shooter [53]. In fact, the Israeli police
is known to have used drones (i.e spiderman urban assault
drone), with others equipped with tear gas to counter the Gaza
protests and to reduce the threat imposed by possibly armed
infiltrators [54], [55] and burning/armed explosive incendiary
kites and balloons [56]. Indian, South African, and Dutch
police are also known to have used Skunk drones which are
armed and equipped with pepper spray. The American police
and law enforcement are also using "weaponized drones"
armed with tasers, tear gas and rubber bullets [57].

F. Military Field

Military robots became the latest adopted weapons to be
used in most of military operations, especially with the ex-
tensive use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to perform
target detection and to launch airstrikes [58]. Moreover, robots
were used to counter the Improvised Explosive Device (IED)
threat, especially in Iraq and Afghanistan [59]. In fact, they
were being used by the British army in Northern Ireland since
1970s [60], to combat the IEDs threat imposed by the Irish
Republican Army (IRA) and its different factions and de-
scendants [61], [62], [63]. Such robot techniques (Unmanned
Ground Vehicles (UGVs) and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs)) evolved and were also used by US-led NATO forces
(including the UK) in Iraq and Syria [64], [65], in Yemen,
Afghanistan and Pakistan [66], [67], [68], [69]. Also, France
used them in Mali, Somalia and Nigeria [70], [71] against
the Islamic State (ISIS/ISIL) and Al-Qaeda operatives, and
other terrorist factions (i.e Boko Haram, Al-Shabab). Turkey
also used mainly combat drones (i.e Bayraktar TB2), and
UGV robots (TMR 2 (Kutlu), Zafer (Victory) and KAPLAN)
in its campaign in Libya (along the United Arab Emirates
who used Chinese-made UCAVs: Wing Loong II [72]) against
Haftar forces, and in Syria against Syrian troops, Kurdish
factions and Hezbollah members [73], [74]. Turkey also as-
sisted Azerbaijan (using loitering munition such as Alpagu
and Kargu, and UCAVs such as Bayraktar TB2) with help
from Israel (using loitering munition such as Orbiter, Heron
and Harop variants, and LORA missiles) [75], [76] during
the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict [77] against Armenia. Russia
also reportedly used drones and UGVs in its conflict in
Syria, Libya and Ukraine [78], [79], [64]. Iran developed
its own UGVs and UAVs, with many UAV variants being
used in Yemen, Lebanon, Iraq, Syria and Gaza (Shahed,
Ababil, Ayoub, Samad, Mohajer, Karrar, Mirsad, Qasef, etc.)
via its operators [80], advisers [81], [82], [83] and prox-
ies (i.e Houthis, Hamas, Hezbolah, Palestinian Islamic Jihad
(PIJ)) [84], [85], [86]. However, Israel extensively relied on
developing Anti-UAV/UGV countermeasures (i.e Iron Dome
patriot missiles, AI-based sensors, facial-recognition and heat-
measuring cameras, jammers, laser-guided weapons etc.), and
introduced its own advanced version of UAV and UGV vari-
ants to combat the threatening Iranian presence in Syria (Unit
840, trans-border operations near Golan Heights), Southern
Lebanon (Hezbollah tunnels and cross-border operations) [87],

[88], [89], the West Bank and Gaza Strip (Hamas Group 9
specialising in tunnel warfare, cross-border operations (Nahal
Oz tunnel attack, 2014 [90]), and Naval Commando Unit
specialising in underwater tunnel capabilities, and underwater
naval operations (Zikim Beach Landing, 2014)) [91], [92],
[93]. Finally, armed drone swarms or Uninhabited Air Vehicles
(UiAVs) may well be used by the UK next summer in 2021.
Robots were also used in the precision-guided munitions,
precision-guided fragmentation munitions, precision-guided
airstrikes and shelling, smart bombs and Satellite Naviga-
tion (SATNAV) munition [94], [95], [96]. Moreover, robotics
became included in the naval warfare domain as part of
autonomous boats, ships, submarines, torpedoes and as part
of Naval Mine Counter-Measures (NMCM), passive Anti-
Submarine Warfare (ASW) [97], [98], [99], anti-piracy op-
erations (i.e Somalian coasts, Nigeria’s Niger Delta, Gulf of
Guinea, Gulf of Aden [100], [101], and Guardafui Channel)
and countering-terrorism, relying on the Combined Task Force
150 (CTF-150 stationed in Bahrain) and the establishment
of the Maritime Security Patrol Area (MSPA)) [102], [103],
[104].

In fact, the robotic technology was not excluded from being
adopted and used by both terrorists and insurgents alike.
Robotics including tele-operated sniper rifles, assault rifles
and machine guns, as well as remote-controlled autonomous
vehicles and unmanned ground vehicles mounted with heavy
machines guns were extensively used in conflicts such as
in Syria, Iraq, and Libya by different fighting factions and
insurgent groups (i.e ISIS/ISIL, Al-Nusra, Al-Qaeda and Anti-
Guaddafi forces) [105], [106], [107], in addition to the exten-
sive use of drones and UAVs [108], [109], [110], and ISIS
developed their own techniques [111], [112], [113], [114].

G. Counter-Pandemic Field

During the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic caused by the
SARS-CoV-2 virus [25], which started its outbreak in late
2019, the extensive use of robots, drones, UAVs, autonomous
and unmanned vehicles grew fast, along the adoption of AI and
ML techniques to ensure a faster detection of infected person-
nel and to limit the outbreak and infection rates [115]. In May
2020, a drone representing the "Anti-COVID-19 Volunteer
Drone Task Force was urging New-Yorkers to wear their masks
and maintain their social distancing, and respect quarantine
rules [116], [117]. In France, Big Brother drones were used
to enforce social distancing before being banned in May
2020 [118]. Other European countries also included the use
of drones and robots such as Finland, Russia, UK, Germany,
Belgium, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and Greece. Other countries
were also reported to adapt a similar technique including
Turkey, Hong Kong, China (Wuhan), South Korea, Japan,
India (using Mitra medical robot), Singapore, Australia and
New Zealand to monitor cases and maintain medical supply
tests, labs and deliveries, aerial spray and disinfection, as well
as consumers delivery [119], [116]. Moreover, there was a
remarkably extensive use and reliance on AI tools by Middle
Eastern and North African countries such as Tunisia (using P-
Guards or Robocop), Morocco, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
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Qatar, Oman, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates (i.e Dubai),
Lebanon and Israel including speed cameras, drones and
robots to enforce quarantine rules, perform deliveries, and
maintain social distancing [120], [121], [122], aside using
police/military patrols and helicopters with speakers. In fact,
drones were also used to monitor cases and ensure medical
deliveries and testing samples to limit the COVID-19 outbreak
in Africa [123]. Medical surgeries and operations were also
carried out by robots including humanoids to reduce the
exposure of medical staff that was already stressed out due
to high COVID-19 cases [124], [125]. Thus, this paves the
way to futuristic robotics-assisted telemedicine and telehealth
applications, based on the lessons learnt and to-be-learnt, dur-
ing the Ebola outbreak and the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,
such as the smart field hospital trial in Wuhan, China, and the
use of smart medical "Xiao Bao" robot [126], as well as the use
of "companion robots" to combat loneliness [127]. This will
help in remotely examining and monitoring infected patients,
controlling the outbreak, minimizing the exposure, disinfecting
areas, delivering medicines and food, raising awareness and
measuring vital signs for early detection.

III. ROBOTICS SECURITY: ISSUES, VULNERABILITIES,
THREATS, & RISKS

Despite the great advantages and promising future the
robotic field holds, some major concerns are still lurking
around, and imposing serious threats and issues [128] that can
potentially affect both humans and machines. For this reason,
these main issues and challenges are presented in this section.

A. Security Issues
Robotic issues are not limited to one, but to many aspects

that could exploit any vulnerability/security gap to target
robotic systems and applications alike [10], [129], [10]. The
aim is to identify and classify them to gain a better insight,
which helps other fellow researchers in their quest to identify,
tackle and overcome them.

• Lack of secure networking, which renders the commu-
nication between robots/machines and humans insecure
and prone to various attacks [130], [131].

• Lack of Proper Authentication, which leads to an unau-
thorised access using standard usernames and passwords,
which can be easily trespassed by a given attacker.

• Lack of confidentiality, which is due to the use of weak
encryption algorithms that can be easily broken, leading
to the interception and exposure of robotic sensitive data
and design plans.

• Lack of privacy can result into the exposure of business
deals and trades that can affect the reputation of a
given organisation, and the exposure of the collaboration
between different robotic security firms.

• Lack of integrity, which is due to the use of weak
message authentication protocols that can be easily com-
promised, leading to the alteration of robotic sensitive
data, stored or in transit.

• Lack of verification, which does not include strong
biometric features to prevent any abuse of privilege or
unauthorised access.

• Lack of authorisation: it defines the right physical ac-
cess based on the assigned access controls inside robotic
labs, factories, and industries [10].

• Misconfiguration and bad programming, which may
render the robotic systems and operating systems inca-
pable of performing the intended tasks at the required
accuracy level, and thus, threatening their human opera-
tors and badly affecting the software features.

• Lack of tamper-resistant hardware renders robots
prone to damage and/or partial/total destruction, which
can lead to the loss of the robot’s functional and opera-
tional capabilities.

• Lack of self-healing processing leaves the robotic sys-
tem prone to the possibly of cascading attacks with the
inability to recover or react in time to prevent further
degradation in its performance. Hence, a self-healing
process is required to ensure that robotic systems can
sense faults or disruptions and can reconfigure the back-
up resources.

• Lack of safety designs is very risky and has proven
in many real-case incidents to be lethal and threatening
towards humans with a remarkable number of casualties
and fatalities, aside the economic/financial losses.

• Lack of security by-design features leads to breaking
into the robotic system’s architecture and design to scan
and exploit its vulnerability/security gap(s) for further
attacks, including malicious data injection and modifi-
cation [10].

• Lack of AI-based designs affects the operational and
functional performance of robots when being assigned a
task, with both accuracy and performance being affected.

• Lack of update for the robotic operating system,
firmware and software may result into various cyber-
physical attacks.

• Lack of advanced IDS solutions is also a major issue,
especially when relying on intrusion detection system that
either detect anomaly, behaviour or signature pattern of
a given malware, rather than relying on advanced hybrid
and lightweight or AI-based IDS solutions. The same is
true for the use of Honeypots.

• Lack of penetration testing could lead to security
breaches of the deployed applications.

• Lack of security patches increases the chance of basic
and advanced attacks such as stealing of sensitive data,
remote access, rootkit, etc.

• Lack of personnel Training is also a serious issue since
personnel working in the coding robotic domain, or as
human operators, or as IT or chief executives, are targeted
by social engineering, reverse engineering and phishing
attacks.

• Lack of human-machine collaboration could affect the
human activity in terms of labour, work, and performance.

• Lack of employee screening could result into having an
insider attack led by a whistle-blower that leaks sensitive
data and exposes classified information and sensitive
robotic details.
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B. Security Vulnerabilities

Robotic systems are prone to various vulnerabilities [132],
[133] that can affect their performance in terms of connectivity,
productivity, operations and accuracy. This paper presents
several vulnerabilities that are challenging:

• Network vulnerability: with the lack or the adoption of
basic security measures, robotic systems are vulnerable to
various wired/wireless communication and connections
attacks including replay, man-in-the-middle, eavesdrop-
ping, sniffing, spoofing, etc.

• Platform vulnerability: includes the lack of constant
updates of software and firmware patches, as well as
security patches to maintain a secure up-to-date robotic
system. This results into also having configuration and
database vulnerabilities.

• Application vulnerability: applications that are not
tested and evaluated for coding or compatibility bugs,
can also affect the robotic system’s performance. Hence,
further testing is essentially required.

• Security vulnerability: the adoption of new security
measures without thorough testing can sometimes affect
the performance of both robotic systems and devices.
Hence, testing is essential before deployment.

• Bad Practice vulnerability: includes the bad choice of
security measures and means, as well as lack of coding
skills, which can be easily re-modified to cause errors or
to perform the wrong tasks.

• Update vulnerability: robots are also prone to update
vulnerabilities that can cause their systems and operating
systems to act differently due to the new update, including
the loss of unsaved data, interruption of the ongoing
process, etc.

• Heterogeneity & homogeneity vulnerability: the het-
erogeneous nature of robotic systems makes their inte-
gration prone to many security issues. Moreover, their
homogeneous nature also leaves them prone to similar
attacks with possibly cascading effects.

• Management vulnerability: includes the lack of advised
planning, security guidelines, procedures and policies.

C. Security Threats

Robotics threats are growing, not only due to the concept
of industrial competition, but also due spying and terrorism.

1) Threat Source: Threats can originate from different
sources [134], and can be part of cyber-crimes, cyber-warfare,
cyber-espionage, or even cyber-terrorism. This paper lists the
main ones as follows:

• Insiders (or whistle-blowers): are usually rogue or
unsatisfied employees who aim to either steal robotic con-
fidential information, or infiltrators that help outsiders to
conduct their attack remotely through abuse of privilege.
Insiders can also cause physical damage and destruction
to robotic systems.

• Outsiders: aim to gain access to a robotic system through
the Internet. The external adversarys aim is to get access
to information for malicious purposes [134], to cause

malfunction or/and disrupt the systems services through
the injection of either fake or malicious data.

• Competitors: usually, rivals in the robotic industry aim
to maintain a leading edge in this domain. Many methods
can be adopted such as the reliance on insiders, or part of
industrial espionage to leak confidential documents and
damage the rival company’s reputation [135].

• Incompetent developers: include bad manufacturers and
programmers who do not take into consideration the
essential safety and security requirements upon the de-
velopment of software for robots and machines.

• Incompetent operators: include either ignorant users
who do not know how to use well a robot or a machine,
or malicious users who try to use the robot/machine for
a malicious task.

• Cyber criminals: including hackers whose aim is put
their cyber-attack capabilities into action via scanning
for security gaps or software/firmware vulnerability and
exploiting them.

• Organised criminals: unlike cyber criminals, they break
into a given company and steal robotic components, parts,
designs, or architecture plan in order to sell it into the
black market to rival companies, or for their own personal
gains.

• Malicious manufacturers: leave, on purpose, a backdoor
into the robotic system to track and monitor the activities
of the robot and its operator without the owner’s knowl-
edge. Also, they can gather sensitive and confidential in-
formation about the users device through key logging and
root-kits. In fact, many manufacturers leave on purpose a
design flaw or a misconfiguration as a backdoor in order
to exploit it or to get quick access to the robotic system.

• State-sponsored hackers: are usually recruited as a
nation’s cyber-army to perform defensive and offensive
tasks to achieve political influence and gain. This can
include hijacking military robots, leaking sensitive and
confidential documents about lethal robot designs, or
declassifying robotic documents and experiments.

• Terrorists: also rely, in this domain, in the physical and
cyber-world. Terrorists use robots and drones in their
paramilitary operations. Also, cyber-terrorism is growing
to retrieve details and gain insights about robotic systems
to build their own versions.

• Spies: are constantly being used to conduct (cyber)
espionage and sabotage operations, typically between
rival countries such as Iranian-Israeli cold cyber-war,
which reached its height in May 2020, including cyber-
attacks and sabotage operations [136], [137], [138]. A
prime example is the "QuickSand" operation led by Iran’s
"MuddyWater" and Cyber "Avengers" that are linked to
the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) targeting
Israel’s industrial infrastructure, followed by a series of
ongoing Israeli counter cyber-offensives, which reached
their height in June, targeting Iran’s infrastructure ports,
electricity firms, covert nuclear labs, etc. In fact, the
Iranian cyber-threat is growing with many Advanced
Persistent Threat (APT) actors attacking Western targets
such as: APT33 targeting aerospace and (petrochemical)
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energy, APT34 involving a long-term cyber espionage op-
eration targeting financial, government, energy, chemical
firms, APT35 (or Newscaster Team) targeting military,
governmental, media and engineering firms, and APT39
targeting telecommunications sector and high-tech indus-
try.

2) Threat Nature: Despite the already listed issues, there
are various threats [139] targeting Industrial IoT systems [23]
that need to be addressed before diving further into the security
aspect of the robotic domain. These main threats are classified
as follows:

• Wireless jamming: robotic communications are prone to
various availability attacks that can jam, disrupt or/and
interrupt its connection via either de-authentication or
jamming. This leads to the complete of partial loss of
controlling the robot

• Reconnaissance & scanning: robotic systems are also
prone to various reconnaissance and scanning attacks that
aim to evaluate their level of protection, the employed
software, hardware and operating systems, to search for
a security vulnerability or gap that may be exploited in
future attacks.

• Information disclosure: can take place either via phys-
ical leaking of confidential documents, or remotely via
a cyber-attack. Targeting both privacy and confidentiality
of robotic manufacturers, businesses and industries.

• Abuse of privilege: still remains a threat in the robotic
domain whereby unauthorised users trespass physical and
logical access controls to gain an unauthorised access or
perform unauthorised tasks.

• Information gathering: remains an essential threat, es-
pecially with personnel working in the robotic domain
(operators, manufacturers, IT security, Chief Robotics
Officers (CROs), etc.) lacking the right security training
to overcome phishing and social engineering attempts.

• Information interception: operating on different high
frequencies allows manufacturers to communicate with-
out interference. However, the lack of security protection
and encryption over these channels leave them prone to
various interception and delay attacks, which can result
into a total breach of privacy, confidentiality and integrity.

• Information modification: is a common threat that tar-
gets the AI aspect of robotics, with malicious modifica-
tions affecting the ability of AI to distinguish between
pictures, for example, the accuracy of performing the
intended tasks.

• Physical damage: robots are also prone to physical
damage, attack and theft by insiders (rogue employees)
and intruders. This is mainly due to the lack of available
security checks and tamper-resistant equipment.

• Service disruption or denial: can be caused either by
an employee’s mistake or by malicious users who inject
malicious data affecting the accuracy and performance of
robotic systems, or via launching a (distributed) denial of
service attack.

• Sabotage & espionage: robotic systems are typically
prone to industrial espionage operations, which can be

further extended to become a sabotage operation resulting
into hijacking, destroying or severely crippling the ability
of robotic systems to properly perform their intended
task(s) [140], [141]. This can also be classified as an act
of terrorism [142].

• Tracking & monitoring: several robotic applications
may include covert tracking systems that can monitor and
track the robotic operators without their knowledge (i.e
iRobot cleaner) [143], [144], all by secretly collecting in-
formation about them including personal details, devices
in use, geographical locations, etc. [10].

In fact, threats also target the security goals that surround
traditional and advanced Industrial Control Systems (ICSs), as
well as the Cloud Computing (CC) domain associated with the
robotic field [23].

• Confidentiality threats: these include, in addition to the
use of malware, passive traffic analysis (i.e eavesdrop-
ping), sensitive data theft, malicious code injection (i.e
XSS or SQLi), exposure of sensitive information, side
channel attacks, dumpster diving, and the adoption of
social engineering or phishing techniques.

• Integrity threats: include active traffic analysis
(i.e man/meet-in-the-middle), snooping, spoofing,
data/information modification, malicious data or
malware injection, false data injection, physical/logical
compromise of robotic devices, back-doors, rootkits and
elevation of privilege.

• Availability threats: include service-data theft, service
denial/disruption, disruption/interruption of network com-
munications, exhaustion of resources and buffer overflow
(i.e Central Processing Unite (CPU), memory, battery
consumption), jamming, malware types (i.e Trojans, Bot-
nets, etc.), physical damage to various equipment includ-
ing routers and switches, replay attacks, and selective
forwarding, as well as wormhole, blackhole and sinkhole
attacks.

• Authentication threats: include malicious third-party
applications and services, social engineering and phishing
techniques, abuse of privilege, key-stroke register, steal-
ing sensitive documents, lack of proper (logical/physical)
access controls, deployment of dummy/fake nodes, and
spoofing.

D. Security Risks

The rise of various robotic security and cyber-security
issues, threats and vulnerabilities, in addition to their negative
effects are presented as follows:

• Security & system flaws: these risks affect the normal
processing and performance of industrial robots, and
could disrupt the production and industrial processes,
leading to financial losses. More precisely, they could re-
sult into a system blockage, data interception, extraction,
and physical damage.

• Back-doors: ill-configured robotic applications or appli-
cations with third-party access lead to various backdoor
and rootkit attacks. This would expose robotic users by
targeting their privacy first, and then by keeping them
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under constant surveillance, monitoring, and tracking,
with possibility of registering keystrokes and capturing
snapshots or even videos without their knowledge [10].

• Remote-access: insecure and open wireless communica-
tions and communication ports, as well as unused ones if
not closed, could lead to interception whereby attackers
use them to gain remote access to a given robotic system
to launch their cyber-attack, especially, robots relying on
vulnerable LoRaWAN communications [145].

• Device theft: robotic devices are also prone to physical
theft or hijacking and control, a prime example is the
de-authentication process that allows malicious users to
disconnect legitimate owners and re-control them (i.e
robots and drones) [30].

• Fake applications: many robotic applications are devel-
oped by third party vendors, some of which are fake
applications masqueraded as legitimate apps. Such apps
include various malware types attached to them such as
ransomware, backdoor, spyware, botnet, worm, Trojan,
ransomware, etc., and can target the privacy, availability
and authentication of robotic users.

• Insecure backup & data storage: lack of proper and
verified storage of data can lead to data loss or cor-
ruption. In fact, without proper data storage, any attack
(i.e ransomware) can cripple the ability of industrial
organisations to safely operate, which may also affect the
performance of the robotic systems and devices alike.

• System failure: robotic systems, in case of cyber-events
(i.e attack or malfunctioning), are prone to various issues
including major and cascading system failures, loss of
power, and lack of operational availability.

• Battery constraints: some robotic devices are resource-
constrained and as such, they are prone to excessive
battery consumption, battery power draining, battery life
expectancy, and resource-exhaustion.

• Inaccurate activity threshold: the lack of available
robotic activity threshold risks having robots performing
abnormal and deviating activities without them being de-
tected. This might affect both operational and functional
safety and security procedures that may endanger the life
of their human operators.

• Obstacle testing: robots that are not tested in their field
of deployment are prone to various software/hardware
and operating system issues. This may lead to system
and hardware failures, disabling the robotic system, and
bringing its production to a total halt, which is associated
with financial losses.

• Non-backed communication: can lead to the intercep-
tion or loss of communication between the robotic system
and its operator(s), which in turn, leads to loss of control.
This occurs especially when the device goes beyond the
(visual) line-of-sight. Hence, further work needs to be
invested in this domain.

• Supply-chain disruption: the disruption of semi or fully-
automated supply chain systems may lead to drastic
financial losses, significant time-to-repair, in addition to
risking the availability of robotic services and activi-
ties [146].

• Nature’s disruption: without a backup plan to mitigate
the threats imposed by natural disasters such as earth-
quakes, flooding, and so on, the operational services of
robotic systems may come to a total halt, leading to high
financial and economical losses related to the damage
and destruction of hardware and software equipment, in
addition to the loss of data.

• Data transmission quality: the diversity of mitigation
techniques deployed to protect robotic systems may affect
the robotics’ performance and data transmission qual-
ity [147].

• Track & trace problems: can affect the real-time ability
to locate robotic transits and deliveries. This may lead
to supply chain poisoning and reduction of supply chain
performance, especially, with the adoption of 5G tech-
nology [148].

• Network connectivity: which is also linked to the cloud
decentralisation strategy helps reducing denial of service
attacks. However, it comes at a cost of reduced resource
elasticity and targeted attack behaviours [149]. Moreover,
it also risks affecting the supply chain management and
disrupts the agility of supply chains [148].

Fig. 2 summarizes the different robot-related threats, their
causes, and their consequences. In the next section, we discuss
the occurrence of malicious attacks once these presented
threats and vulnerabilities are met.

IV. ROBOTIC SECURITY ATTACKS

There are various increasing attacks that are specifically
targeting robotic systems, especially after their integration in
domains such as Industrial IoT, Medical IoT and Battlefield
IoT [150]. This resulted into various attacks being conducted
targeting both robotics data and systems’ security including
confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication and pri-
vacy. This section will present and discuss the main attacks
that target the robotic field.

A. Robotic Attacks: Taxonomies & Classification

The aim of this subsection is to identify and classify
these attacks which target both robots and robotic systems.
Moreover, the attack impact is also highlighted and discussed.
For this reason, Fig. 3 was presented to summarize the main
robot-related cyber-attacks, their structure and impact, along
their cause and concerns. Lastly, the main risk assessment
solutions are presented and analysed in order to ensure a
quicker assessment of cyber risks, threats, vulnerabilities and
attacks, followed by a qualitative risk assessment table being
proposed.

1) Attacks on the robots hardware: These attacks can vary
from least dangerous (e.g. phishing) to the most dangerous
ones (e.g. hardware Trojans [151]). Such attacks can lead
to the implementation of back-doors for the attacker to lead
another attack by gaining unauthorized access to the robots
being used, or during their maintenance [152]. In some cases,
they can even have a full access to the hardware. Furthermore,
robots are prone to implementation attacks such as side
channel attacks or fault attacks that could possibly lead to
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Fig. 2: A security robotic viewpoint

sensitive data loss or system exploitation (depending on the
attacker’s target(s)).

2) Attacks on the robots firmware: The Operating System
(OS) upgrades are achieved via internet connection, due to the
presence of firmware codes that are usually stored on a flash
memory [153]. However, with each upgrade, the OS might be
vulnerable to new types of attacks. According to [154], the OS
is prone to DoS and D-DoS attacks, along with the arbitrary
code execution, and root-kit attacks.

On the other hand, since applications rely on running
software programs to perform the required tasks, these soft-
ware programs are vulnerable to application attacks, rendering
the application itself prone to various types of attacks. This
includes malware that including viruses, worms, software
Trojans attacks, in addition to buffer overflow and malicious
code injection attacks [154]. In the following, a set of these
possible software attacks are described.

• Worm attacks: aim to target the robotic systems by
exploiting the vulnerabilities of their network’s connected
devices before self-propagation and self-replicating to
infect other robotic devices, and target industrial control
systems [155]. A prime example of that is the famous
Stuxnet attack including its Stuxnet 2.0 and Stuxnet
Secret Twin Variant [156]. This also included Flame,
Gauss and Grayfish, Duqu, and Duqu 2.0 [157], which
were initially designed by the joint US and Israel’s
SIGnal INTelligence (SIGINT) National Unit (ISNU),
Unit 8200 as part of "Operation Olympics" to target
Iran’s nuclear program assets [158], [159].

• Ransomware attacks: aim to encrypt all the data linked
to robotic systems, devices and applications, as well as

locking the backed up data while preventing legitimate
users from re-accessing them without conducting a
Bitcoin payment. Hence, the term of "Cryptoware",
targeting robotic systems’ and data confidentiality,
integrity, availability, authentication and privacy. Many
infamous ransomware attacks include CryptoLocker
(2007), Troldesh (2015), Petya (2016), Locky (2016),
Jigsaw (2016), WannaCry (2017), Bad Rabbit (2017),
GoldenEye (2017), Ryuk (2018), GandCrab (2018) [160],
LockerGoga (2019) and CovidLock (2020).

• Trojans & Random Access Trojan (RAT) attacks:
Trojans are usually masqueraded in the form of a
legitimate application and sometimes can be carried
out via a phishing email or in a form of a Winlocker
(i.e police ransomware). RATs usually occur when
an unauthorised access is gained by bypassing all the
deployed security measures to protect robotic systems.
It usually targets the authentication process, as well as
data and robotic systems’ privacy, confidentiality and
integrity, and can be linked to Botnets to conduct DDoS
attacks. Many Trojans include Storm Worm (2006),
Zeus (2007), Plug X malware (2008), and Emotet (2018).

• Rootkit attacks: allow a given attacker to have a
privileged controlled access on an administrator level
(i.e Chief Robotic Officer) with the ability to have
access to information and data related to robots and
robotic systems. The aim is to alter robotic data and
systems’ logs, whilst leaving a backdoor for future
attacks or installing a covert spyware, which affects
the confidentiality, integrity, authentication and privacy
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aspects.

• Botnet attacks: are usually employed as bots to conduct
D-DoS attacks against medical and industrial robotic
systems. Botnets can be based on malicious codes used
to infect unprotected robotic devices. Botnets can also be
linked to worms, ransomware and Trojans which allow
them to conduct attacks against robotic systems’ and
data’s privacy, confidentiality and integrity. This includes
a variety of botnets such as Storm (2007), Cutwail
(2007), Grum (2008), Kraken (2008), Mariposa (2008),
Methbot (2016), Mirai (2016), and Glupteba (2019). This
type of malware can affects the confidentiality, integrity,
availability, authentication of data and robots.

• Spyware attacks: the purpose is to gather information
and data about the robot operator, the connected device
and the robot in use to send this information to malicious
third party, by simply installing this malware on a device
controlling the robot. Thus, this results in being capable
of monitoring the users activity and consequently its
robots activity.

• Buffer overflow attacks: aim to exploit the ROS
vulnerability to manipulate a robotics’ device memory to
control the robot and hijack it. Buffer overflow is based
on two main types: stack-based, which is a continuous
space in memory used to organize data associated with
robotic function calls; and heap-based, which is where
the amount of memory required is too large to fit on the
stack. This attack type is used to affect different robotic
security services such as robotic data and systems’
authentication, availability and confidentiality.

• Password cracking attacks: aim to target the
authentication of the robotic systems, which later
on can be further exploited to gain a full access
privilege, targeting also the confidentiality, integrity and
privacy of both data and robotic systems. Password
cracking attacks can take many forms [161] including
brute force attacks that guess and capture a users
password or personal identification number (PIN) [162],
dictionary attack which uses a huge default word-set to
try and guess the password. This also includes birthday
attacks, online/offline password guessing, and Offline
Password Guessing Attack (OPGA) [163].

• Reverse engineering attacks: also known as a person-
to-person attacks, are based on the attackers’ ability to
convince their victim(s) that they are legitimate users
(i.e IT firms etc) and luring them to retrieve useful
information which the attacker needs to launch his
attack against a given robotic system or device [164].
This targets both data and robotic systems’ privacy, and
integrity.

• Surveillance attacks: include creating malicious robotic
applications, third-party applications and anti-virus
systems masqueraded as legitimate ones, and include

also fake updates and pop-ups that urges robotic users
from clicking on them to fulfill the update task. Malware
can also be downloaded even if the user clicks on the
"X" button. Once the malware is activated, all the user’s
private information and data is stored and covertly leaked
to malicious parties, keeping robotics users and operators
under a constantly covert surveillance with the ability
to control and hijack the operational robot [165]. Thus,
this type of attacks targets robotic data and systems’
confidentiality, integrity, authentication and privacy.

• Malicious Code Injection (MCI) attacks: or Remote
Code Execution (RCE) attacks are based on an attacker’s
capability of executing malicious codes in order to
perform an injection attack [166]. They are also capable
of exploiting any coding vulnerabilities in the robotic
software. This results in being able to exploit these
vulnerabilities by injecting a malicious code script
and running it without the users knowledge. This
led the authors in [167] to manage the use of such
attack in order to test it on social robots to prove how
insecure they are, as well as to highlight their lack of
authentication.

• Phishing attacks: are still ongoing with a variety of
phishing attack types [168], [169] targeting robotic em-
ployees and firms with different privileges and access
level. This can lead to the exposure of their robotic
devices in-use and lead to their compromising and loss
of control. This can affect both robotics data and sys-
tems’ privacy, integrity, availability and authentication
processes.

B. Attacks on the robots communications

Robotic communications are also prone to different attacks
that might affect different security services ( i.e. authentica-
tion, confidentiality, and integrity), as stated in the following.

• Jamming attacks: aim to interrupt and disrupt the
robot-to-robot and robot-to-humans communication with
the aim to suspend further robotic activities and jam any
sort of communication and control. Thus, targeting both
systems and data availability.

• De-authentication attacks: aim to temporarily,
periodically or disable the robotic devices from being
able to connect back to their initial operator, disrupting
the communication between them and the robotic devices
and possibly preventing them from re-connecting back
and hijacking the robot by gaining control. This aims
to target the availability, authentication and integrity of
both data and systems.

• Traffic analysis attacks: since robotic systems are
still relying on open wireless communications or
communications with basic security measures, traffic
analysis attacks can occur in a much more frequent
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manner. This includes listening to the ongoing traffic
between the robots and their robot controllers, and
retrieve vital information without being detected. This
mainly affects the privacy and confidentiality of both
robotic systems and data, and can lead to further future
attacks.

• Eavesdropping attacks: aim to passively monitor
the transmitted robotic traffic over encrypted and
un-encrypted open communication channels. This can
help with the collection and extraction of sensitive
information about the robotic systems and their current
operators, targeting robotic data’s confidentiality, and
privacy. In fact, advanced eavesdropping can take the
form of a "cloning and replay" attack, which recovers
the data via an information gathering process, before
conducting the eavesdropping attempt.

• False data injection attacks: target the privacy and
integrity of the robotic data and the availability of
robots, by intercepting and modifying its payload [170].
This can be done through the initial interception of
the ongoing robotic communication and altering it by
injecting false data and information, which deviates the
robots from performing their intended activity in an
accurate manner, or leave them prone to response delays.

• (Distributed) denial of service attacks: can be
conducted locally or globally (distributed) in a
simultaneous manner which aim to prevent legitimate
users from accessing robotic systems and devices. DoS
can be performed by sending excessive requests, that lead
the network to re-authenticate requests that have invalid
return addresses [171]. Other DDoS/DoS attacks include
packet-dropping attack that targets different packets
types located at the network layer or above [172], also
Volume Based Attacks (UDP and ICMP (ping) floods),
Protocol Attacks (SYN floods), Application Layer
Attacks (low-and-slow attacks, and GET/POST floods),
Ping of Death (POD) attack, Slowloris, HTTP/HTTPS
flood, NTP amplification attacks, blackhole attacks,
and finally Zero-day DDoS attacks including Mirai
botnet [154].

• Replay attacks: occur when a given adversary stores and
replays at a later time the old messages sent between the
robot and its operator to disrupt the ongoing traffic. The
replay attack’s mechanism is based on broadcasting the
previous transmitted message to manipulate the location
and the nodes’ routing tables [11] to masquerade the
identity of the attacker. Therefore, this affects the
availability of both data and robotic systems.

• Masquerading attacks: are ranked as one of the main
electronic crimes perpetrated such malware attacks. The
attacker (fake robot or controller) seems to be authentic
since a valid identity is used, which is known as a mask.
This is done by forming a black-hole or generating false

messages which are then broadcast to the other robots.
This attack has different objectives such as slowing down
or up the speed of a robot, which may lead to an incident,
or target its operational activity and performance. This
type of attacks targets the robotic systems’ availability
and integrity by affecting its accuracy.

• Man-in-the-Middle (MiMA) attacks: occur when an
attacker is capable of actively listening and intercepting
the communication between two robotic entities or nodes,
alter the information and inject it without being detected.
This allows the attacker to control the communication
between these legitimated entities [173]. This mainly
targets robotic data’s confidentiality, integrity and
authentication.

• Meet-in-the-Middle (MITM) attacks: or plaintext
attacks occur when the robotic communication is
encrypted using a 2-DES, and now 3-DES key (168-bit)
using a brute-force like technique to break the encrypted
communication channel and either actively or passively
eavesdrop. This type of attacks targets robotic data’s
confidentiality, integrity and authentication.

• Identity attacks: this type of attacks includes identity
revealing attacks, which consists of retrieving the
identity of the robot to put its operator’s privacy at risk.
Equally important, the attacker can track the robots
location, which exposes all the needed information and
geographical location about robotics systems along their
users and devices.

• Network Impersonation attacks: aim to obtain the
credentials of a legitimate entity in a given robotic
network by claiming its network ID. This allows an
attacker to advertise fake data which confuses other
network entities, and to flood the robotic networks via
DoS attacks.

• Message tampering-fabrication-alteration attacks:
aim to break the integrity of the exchanged messages,
which is done by altering or creating fake messages,
with both authentication and data integrity being affected
in this case. This can lead to change the robot events log.

• Illusion attacks: legally compromised robots are placed
in the network to generate false data. As a result, false
data can spread over the network. In this attack, the
authentication countermeasure is not efficient, since the
attacker is already authentic. In the robotics case, fake
messages are capable of changing the decision of the
robot controller.

Fig. 4 summarizes the different attacks based on the targeted
layer. As a result, based on the conducted research and
perspective, this paper presents the main attacks that targets
the main robotic layers. This includes their targeted layers
and data security goals (confidentiality, integrity, availability,
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Fig. 3: Proposed attacks classification

Fig. 4: Targeting layers classification

privacy and authentication alike). Therefore, they are classified
and included in TABLE I. In the next section, the effects of

the listed attacks are discussed.
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TABLE I: Targeting security goals

Attack layers Attack /vulnerabil-
ity

Cause Consequence Countermeasure

Hardware

Social/reverse
engineering

Lack of employees
training/awareness

Stealing of confidential
papers/documents

Further employee training/ firmer
access controls

Backdoors [174],
[175]

Un-trusted hardware company Infected hardware with malwares,
gain unauthorized access

Trusted hardware companies/pen
testing

Cold-boot [176] Unauthorized physical access to a
given device to retrieve encryption
keys from a running operating sys-
tem after using a cold reboot to
restart the device

Loss/alteration of data/information Verified source and brand origin

Physical memory Physical damage or modification of
hard drives/disks

Loss of information, alteration of
data

Physical protection/privilege ac-
cess

Power disruption Higher power voltage/loss of
power

Disruption/denial of service Additional backup computational
devices, self-balancing
robots [177]

Insider [178] Angry employee destroying a com-
pany, sabotage

Disruption/interruption of service Physical protection/privileged ac-
cess control [179]

Firmware

Malware types Different malwares injected sepa-
rately or combined

Further system/data damage is per-
formed

Up-to-date intrusion
detection/prevention, anti-viruses

Ransomware [180] Lack of physical/logical protection Information disclosed, locked,
deleted and modified, payment
urged and needed

Key confidentiality, inter-
nal/external authentication [181]

False data
injection [170]

Data altered and modified False information added, robotics
performing unwanted tasks

Intrusion detection/prevention sys-
tems, access control policies, en-
cryption

Botnets [182] Infected robotics devices used by
an attacker

Resource exhaustion, loss of con-
trol

Anti-virus, anti-spyware always
updated

Wormhole [183] WannaCry attack that targets and
disrupt the availability and integrity
alike

Privacy breached, availability dis-
rupted, access blocked and locked,
payment urged (ransomwmare)

Intrusion detection/prevention sys-
tems, honeypots, anti-viruses

Default passwords Easily broken and cracked System breached, information dis-
closed, data altered

Access control policies, identifica-
tion/verification and stronger pass-
words are required

Unlocked
devices [184]

Robotic devices (laptops, desktops,
tablets) left unlocked

Devices destroyed, stolen, mod-
ified (key-logging, spyware, ran-
somware)

Devices locked, intrusion detec-
tion/prevention systems, encryp-
tion, privileged access, biometric
techniques [185], [186]

Password
cracking [187]

Weak passwords implementation System breach, information dis-
closed

Strongly constantly changed pass-
words

Spear-phishing [188] Infected file sent by e-mail Information gathering, disclosure
of information, infected device

Intrusion detection/prevention sys-
tems, honeypots, firewalls

Surveillance Fake applications Spyware, rootkit, RAT installed,
privacy attacked

Verified applications, anti-virus,
anti-spyware

Malicious code injec-
tion

Lack of programming skills, weak
coding

Accuracy attacked Buffer overflow, input validation

Communication

Eavesdropping Non-secure communication Information gathering Encryption and privacy-preserving
techniques

Distributed/Denial Of
Service, side channel
attack [189], [190]

Jamming communication
lines [191], exploiting crypt
analysis and software bug

Servers down, service interrupted Close unused ports, channel surf-
ing, frequency hopping

De-
Authentication [192]

Targeting access points Disruption of services between ac-
cess points and robotic devices

Back Up servers, back up devices,
frequency hopping

Offline password
guessing [193]

Capability to performing offline
password attacks

Targets the robotic system offline Firmer authentication and identifi-
cation/verification processes

Password
cracking [194]

Lack of strong authentication mea-
sures

Unauthorized access, stealing of
documents

Strong multi-Factor authentication

Authentication attack Single-factor authentication Unauthorised access, physical
damage

Strong multi-factor authentication

Man-in-the-Middle
attacks [195],
Rootkits [196],
RATs [197]

Data alteration and interception Loss of information, loss of robotic
control, wrong orders issued

Stronger multi-tier encryption,
Intrusion Detection System
(IDS) [198], [199]
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C. Robotic Attacks: Impact & Concerns

The increasing number of attacks against robots and robotic
systems has led to an increase in number of concerns [10].
This has raised many concerns surrounding this field along
questioning the ability of effectively deploying in various
domains and areas of operation.

• On national security: the use of robots and robotics
in domestic crimes and domestic terrorism has increased
recently, not only through their use in the cyber field, but
also in the physical field too. Robots can be re-modified
to carry lethal weapons or can be re-programmed to
perform an excessive use force which can lead to both
human and material losses [200]. In fact, without a
proper programming that ensures a safer and much more
secure deployment and use of robots in police and law
enforcement fields, robots may end up in a blue-on-blue
engagement which may result in friendly fire, or engaging
the wrong targets including civilians.

• On battlefields: the use of robots in combat, espe-
cially on battlefields have proven to be very useful
especially in counter-terrorism and counter-insurgency
operations (Lebanon, Gaza, Syria, Iraq, Libya, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Yemen, Mali, Somalia, Nigeria etc.), as well
as military operations (i.e Ukraine, Syria and Nagorno-
Karabakh). However, their use by insurgents and terrorists
alike, has proven to be also challenging especially with
the use of explosive-laden autonomous drones and boats,
and also using combat drones [201], [202], [114].

• On business &industry: the reliance on robots is of-
fering a remarkable growth in the number of robots
being deployed in the industrial fields with many busi-
ness extensively relying on their use to ensure a faster
productivity, in a less timely manner with a reduced
cost and needed resources. However, robots can also be
prone to technical and operational problems that threatens
the safety of the working personnel [203], as well as
cyber-attacks including the disclosure of secret business
trades [10]. Such move can cause distrust among cus-
tomers and the loss of many business trades related to the
impractical safe and secure use of robots. In fact, robots
are prone to (cyber) industrial espionage and sabotage
operations especially caused by rival organisations or part
of a state-sponsored campaign [204], [205].

• On economy & finance: the adoption of robots will
surely boost productivity and economic growth, and cre-
ates new jobs and opportunities, especially in terms of
creativity and social intelligence [206]. This includes an
increase of labour’s quality, increase in the Total Fac-
tory Productivity (TFP) and Capital Factory Productivity
(CFP) and Multi-Factor Productivity (MFP) [207], which
allows a further growth in terms of productivity and
Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Despite the economic
boost that the employment of robotics offer especially in
industrial and manufacturing fields, except that it comes
with a negative impact. Such employment is leading to
many job losses worldwide, which is mainly affecting
low-skilled workers and poorer local economies, leading

to socio-political economic crisis [208], [209]. Hence
workforce skills must be developed by policy-makers and
manufacturers to adapt to this growing robotic automa-
tion.

• On healthcare: despite the known advantages of using
robots in surgeries, medical robots were reported to have
a negative impact on patients lives due to inaccuracy
mistakes and errors [210], or due to cyber-attacks (i.e data
exposure/leakage) such as the case of North Korea-Unit
180 (Lazarus) attack on UK’s National Health Service
(NHS) in 2017 [211], [212]. As a result, medical concerns
arose about the possibility of performing physical (i.e
loss of control) or logical (i.e malicious data modifica-
tion/injection) attack against a human patient [154], along
the possibility of potentially performing assassination at-
tempts (i.e Vice President Dick Cheney) [213]. Moreover,
the idea of knowing that robots will perform the surgical
operation can scare many patients and affect their trust
in a psychological manner [154].

• On operations & functionality: both robotics and cloud
robotics are descried as automated systems that rely on
data to support their operations, and communicate via
wireless networks. In fact, they are not integrated into
a single standalone system [16], to ensure much more
flexibility. This allows them to save battery consumption
by offloading intensive tasks to the cloud services with
the implementation of AI mechanisms. However, the
reliance on cloud services and third party applications and
open communication leads to causing network bottleneck,
overhead and delays [214], as well as being prone to
interception and alteration with lack of repudiation and
accountability.

• On humans: different issues arose with the reliance
on robotics to perform human acts in various domains,
especially in the industrial field to reduce the reliance
on human labour. TABLE II presents real case robotic
incidents which resulted in a number of casualties and
fatalities due to inaccuracies or fatal incidents related
to the use of robots in various domains.In fact, traffic
concerns also arose especially with fatal incidents re-
lated to autonomous driving cars were constantly being
reported [215], [154].

After reviewing the different security attacks that might
compromise the robotics systems security. In the next section,
we assess the risks associated with the listed attacks.

D. Robotic Risks Assessment

Robotic systems and platforms are vulnerable to various
attack types, risking the disclosure, destruction, alteration and
modification of sensitive information. Other risks are also
associated with weak authentication and password cracking
attacks, allowing attackers to gain a remote unauthorized
access to the system to perform malicious tasks.

1) Qualitative Risk Assessment Methods: Various risk as-
sessment and management methods started emerging into the
robotic field to maintain a secure robotic platform and com-
munication. In fact, risks analysis was presented in [216], and
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TABLE II: Real case robotic incidents

Incident Date Country Casualty Fatality
Golden state foods July 21st, 2009 USA 0 1
Military incident Oct,2007 South Africa 14 9
SKH metals factory August 13th, 2015 India 0 1
Shenzhen tech trade fair Nov, 2016 China 1 0
Stanford shopping centre Jul, 2016 USA 1 0
Medical 2001-2015 USA 1000+ 144
Car-factory June 2016 USA 0 1
Traffic May, 2016 USA 0 1
Traffic-tesla model S May 7th, 2016 USA 0 1
Counter-domestic terrorism July 8th, 2016 USA 0 1
K5 robot incident July 14th, 2016 USA 1 0
Ventra ionia mains plant March 14th, 2017 USA 0 1
Traffic-uber autonomous car March 28th, 2018 USA 0 1

is based on the Threat, Risk, Vulnerability Analysis (TVRA)
methodology [217]. This methodology assesses the likelihood
and impact of a given risk and attack. Operationally Critical
Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation (OCTAVE) was
presented in [218] and discussed in [219]. OCTAVE is used
to evaluate risks based on a risk acceptance level without
focusing on risk avoidance. Moreover, another method called
"Méthode Harmonisée dAnalyse de Risque (MEHARI)" was
presented in [220], to ensure a quantitative risk assessment
of risk components, and is based on measuring the matu-
rity of system level. Additionally, the CCTA Risk Analysis
and Management Method (CRAMM), which is a resource
exhaustive approach was used in [221] to identify and analyse
risks using a software to implement a given method with its
security measures. Expression des Besoins et Identification
des Objectifs de Sécurité (EBIOS) [222] was used to identify
different risks according to their severity level. However,
EBIOS lacked the ability to indicate what security solution
is needed to mitigate a given risk.

In fact, recently, various risk assessment solutions and
frameworks were presented especially for Industrial IoT sys-
tems where robotics are mostly deployed. Here, this paper
presents and discusses them. Suzen et al. examined the sources
of cyber-security threats and vulnerabilities in the Industry
4.0 ecosystem [223]. Moreover, preventive cyber-defensive
measures were also discussed along other defensive strategies
which highlighted the lack of training and basic security
measured applied by the concerned personnel. Brandstotter
et al. presented a new and comprehensive safety concept
for collaborative robotic systems that estimates and validates
which changes on the system can be made without conducting
a new risk assessment [224]. Komenda et al. presented the
impact of modifications on collaborative robotic cells along
how they influence the risk assessment in the concept of
human-machine collaboration [225]. This advanced structured
approach for safety assessment enables a safer implementation
of modifications to a known extent. However, future work is
still required to ensure an extensive comparison using real
experimental setup. Chemweno et al. reviewed the ISO 15066
and ISO 10218 standards for collaborative robots systems and
explored its gaps [226]. As a result, a framework based on the
ISO 31000 for orienting design safeguards for collaborative
robots to ensure a proper hazard, safety assurance, analysis and

risk assessment. Wan et al. developed TOPSIS as an extended
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) model that intro-
duces environmental impacts as risk factors and evaluates the
potential failure risk of robots to ensure their effectiveness and
feasibility [227]. George et al. presented a multi-attacker multi-
target graphical model for risk assessment which represents
attackers, targets, and network’s vulnerability [228]. Moreover,
several risk mitigation strategies were also presented to secure
edge devices in IoT networks. Huang et al. revised the Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) method and presented a 3-layer
AHP-based risk assessment model (3aRAM) for an Industrial
IoT cloud (PaaS platform) [229]. Two experiments were
conducted to show the system’s security benchmark to define
the IIoT cloud’s current status. Radanliev et al. presented a new
model that included a design process with new risk assessment
vectors for IoT cyber risks [230]. Moreover, an epistemo-
logical framework was used by applying the constructivism
grounded theory methodology to draw on knowledge from
existing cyber risk frameworks, models and methodologies to
present a new model for IoT cyber risk impact assessment.
Finally, Lv et al. presented a CPS trusted robust intelligent
control strategy and a trusted intelligent prediction model
which relies on the automatic online evaluation method of CPS
reliability based on ML [231]. The AI-based CPS strategy
aims to improve the response speed against various threats,
while also improving the predictability and accuracy of risk
prevention.

2) Proposed Qualitative Risk Analysis: Assessing risks in a
quantitative manner is not an easy to achieve, as it still remains
a challenging complex task. Nonetheless, a new risk assess-
ment is needed to quantify the security risks that surround
the robotic domain. As a result, we present our Robotic Risk
Assessment (RRS) method TABLE III, based on evaluating
the likelihood and impact of a given attack (High/Very High,
Damaging/Devastating) against the main system components
presented earlier, along which security service the attack
targets along its impact (critical, major, minor). Moreover, the
system exposure level (i.e high, medium, low) is also evaluated
based on whether the system is secure, semi-secure or not
secure at all, while various security measures are presented
per attack.

In the light of the listed concerns, securing robotic system
is of high importance. In this context, the next section presents
the different countermeasures presented in order to prevent and
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help mitigating the discussed security attacks.

V. SECURING ROBOTICS: PRESENTED SOLUTIONS &
EFFECTIVE COUNTERMEASURES

It is essential to implement and maintain effective security
countermeasures in order to secure the robotics systems.
Therefore, the need for a strong multi-factor authentication
process, along with the identification and verification processes
(based on a strong access control policy and robot finger-
prints measures), in addition to multi-factor confidentiality,
are highly recommended. This allows the prevention of any
malicious physical and/or logical unauthorized access. In fact,
securing robots, robotics, and robot operating systems is not
an easy task. However, it is not also an impossible task either.
Therefore, different cryptographic, non-cryptographic and AI-
based solutions were presented for this specific task. We
highlight the various solutions presented by various authors
and highlight their advantages and drawbacks.

A. Cyber Threat Intelligence

The Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) is based on the in-
formation gathered about robotic threats and threat actors
which would help in mitigating harmful cyber-events based
on the Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) concept through
early detection and prevention. In fact, CTI sources include in-
formation gathered from HUMman INTelligence (HUMINT),
Open Source INTelligence (OSINT), TECHhnical INTelli-
gence (TECHINT) and intelligence gathered from the dark
web (silk road) [232], [233]. This allows an enhancement in
the robotic domain via an evidence-based malware analysis,
security incident’s outcome utility, and data/information secu-
rity controls.
CIT includes three intelligence types that can be described as
follows:

• Tactical CIT: assists in identifying threat actors.
• Operational CIT: assists in identifying the threat actors’

motives, used tools, techniques and tactics.
• Strategic CIT: assists in developing high-level organiza-

tional strategy.
In fact, the reliance on CTI, especially in supply chains

and Industry 4.0 [148], allows an enhanced and accurate
alert assessment that allows a faster predictive and reactive
Incident Response Service (IRS) [234] through cyber-threat
detection, risk assessment, and log inspection/monitoring. This
is achieved by combining the human-machine analytical ca-
pability to reach a higher level of INFOrmation SECurity
(INFOSEC) by relying on human assistance and AI com-
bined [235]. This benefits the robotic domain to boost its
cyber-security levels by:

• Development of proactive cyber-security: which bolster
the overall risk assessment and risk management policies
and procedures.

• Development of predictive cyber-security: to ensure a
higher level of threat detection in a much more accurate
and timely manner with the least false-positive and false-
negative rates.

• Enhanced incident response systems: by combining
both humans and machines assets, especially in detecting
and responding to incident using ML and AI security
measures before, during and after the event has taken
place, through early detection, ongoing prevention, and
lessons learnt, respectively.

• Enhanced decision making: which is achieved with a
much more accurate and timely manner based on the
information collected about a cyber-event including an
attack, intrusion, defense, etc.

1) Active Security Awareness: The Active Security Aware-
ness (ASA) program requires being further extended and
adopted since it can greatly reduce robotic risks that cannot
be easily addressed to using robotic software and hardware
devices. This requires an extensive focus on the security and
safety of human elements business on the adoption of various
security awareness programs, training, modules and (online)
lessons to help growing an effective and affordable security
awareness culture targeting all the personnel working in the
robotic field and domain [236]. The advantage of applying
ASA includes:

• Solid security policies: which are developed in a pro-
fessional way to enforce security to show a resilient
commitment in achieving the needed robotic security and
cyber-security.

• Security requirement analysis: analyses the security
requirements to formulate effective polices and manage-
ment procedures to be applied in the robotic domain.

• Defining formal security processes: which help in
designing specifically secure solutions, especially in the
non-cryptography domain, including the configuration
and deployment of firewalls, honeypots, intrusion de-
tection/prevention systems which are deployed on the
Robotic Operating Systems (ROSs) and applications
alike.

• Reduced operational risks: which in turn would result
into limiting the drain of financial resources and losses,
whilst increasing a boost in terms of economy and
investment.

• Real-time security awareness: provides an up-to-date
security awareness against security risks, threats and
issues that surround the robotic domain.

• Advanced employee education: promotes a higher real-
time security awareness and knowledge related to em-
ployees’ expected behaviour, activities and responsibil-
ities to efficiently safeguard and protect any robotic
information from being leaked.

2) Active Response: Detection & Prevention: In active
response, detective and preventive measures are essential
to provide additional security protection through an easier
and less complex implementation of detective and preventive
security measures and platforms. This includes the adop-
tion and deployment of centralised and decentralized hybrid,
lightweight [237], [238] and AI-based [239], [240] intrusion
detection and intrusion prevention systems, as well as an-
tivirus mechanisms to trigger an automated response through a
constant and continuous monitoring. Such adoption can bring
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many advantages to the robotic domain especially in the IIoT
field.

• AI-based detection: through the adoption of ML-based
mechanisms to ensure a higher accuracy in a timely
manner.

• Hybrid detection: includes the combination of signature-
based, behaviour-base and anomaly-based IDS/IPS pat-
terns to cover a larger variety of robotic cyber-attacks
and threats.

• Constant vulnerability monitoring: through a constant
vulnerability check, assessment and management of the
up-to-date systems, applications and security patches to
ensure a higher level of detection and prevention.

• Advanced activity monitoring: allows the continuous
monitoring of a robotic device’s behaviour over time and
compares it to check whether the behaviour threshold is
different than the normal pattern (rogue device).

• Easier deployment: ensures an easier integration around
the robotic systems, including on networks, devices,
software, firmware or even robotic operating systems, to
ensure a constant detection and protection.

• Easier management: to ensure a faster response for
incident responders and (cyber) security professionals
including security IT security.

• Enhanced access management: which defines the right
data classification and protection via enhanced authen-
tication mechanisms such as a privileged account man-
agement, or via endpoint network encryption to secure
robotic communications.

3) Active Management: Precaution & Correction: The ac-
tive management includes the adoption of both precautions
and corrective measures. Precaution is essential in the early
stages of any robotic design. In fact, other security precocious
measures should also be taken into consideration during the
early phases of robotic testing and design. This is essentially
required to ensure that safety and security measures are taken
into consideration by both manufacturers and integrators to
ensure an efficient use. Moreover, robotic operators must also
adhere to a certain degree of awareness and training, as well as
a screening process to prevent its use for criminal or terrorist
purposes. This can be further seen in Fig. 5. Additionally,
corrective measures are also important as they are capable of
allowing robotic systems of self-healing. Thus, being capable
of autonomously restoring their operational capabilities with-
out any serious interruption(s). Corrective measures can also
be applied to isolate infected robotics systems, sensors and
devices alike from the other operational devices to prevent
further damage and attack escalation over a given system,
especially if the attacks target the availability of robotic
systems.

B. Robotic Security Protection
Despite the attacks that surround the embedded robotic sys-

tems’ architecture, effective countermeasures can be adapted
and employed to prevent security attacks [154]. These coun-
termeasures can help with overcoming any exploitable vulner-
ability, and security gap. In the following, we list the main
actions that should be taken to prevent robots security attacks.

• Hardware protection: Robots have been prone to vari-
ous types of hardware attacks, since their early stage of
manufacturing and maintenance. As a result, hardware
testing and monitoring are key to avoid any future ex-
ploitation [154]. In this context, many solutions have been
presented [241]. This includes isolating Internet Protocol
(IP) cores mechanisms [242], along with implementing
solutions for payload detection [243], and the imple-
mentation of the Integrated Circuit (IC) fingerprinting
technique [244].

• Firmware protection: securing software requires taking
into consideration the firmware aspect of robots. Hence,
it is essential to ensure that the software patches are
always updated, protected and always monitored and
tested for any possibly suspicious activity. In order to
protect the firmware, Clark et al. have suggested the
adoption of a common standardized OS such as NuttX
OS [154]. This prevents the exploitation of the firmware
and reduces the likelihood of an attack. However, it is also
recommended to add an authentication process to secure
robots. Moreover, the use of message authentication and
encryption mechanisms helps ensuring secure communi-
cations between robots and their control systems.

• Application protection: It is essential to limit, reduce
and overcome the likelihood of an application from being
under the threat of any possible cyber-attack. Doing
so would highly require the need to develop a well-
built, well-defined, and well-secure application code, that
prevents any possible code exploitation. Thus, this makes
the robots control system less prone to malicious code
injection or modification attempt(s) [154]. Moreover,
before designing any application, each application must
undergo a security testing phase to identify any possible
vulnerability and/or security gap that can be found and
detected. This helps by reducing and preventing further
exploitation and future cyber-attack(s).

C. System hardening

Robotics’ system issue has been ongoing for a while, as
early as the design phase. However, recently, more light has
been shed on overcoming this limitation with the focus on en-
suring how to secure robotic system’s software, hardware and
communication. As a result, various solutions were recently
presented. For this matter, two solutions were presented. One
was presented by Pike et al. who managed to incorporate a
Control Flow Integrity (CFI) check into the Real-Time Oper-
ating System (RTOS) [245]. The second one was presented by
Abera et al. who managed to devise a Control-Flow Attestation
for Embedded Systems Software (C-FLAT) to verify remotely
the CFI on a given embedded device in [246]. In [139],
Ahmad et al. analysed cyber-physical security threats that
target the communication link between "Adept MobileRobots"
platforms and their clients [247], [248]. The authors analysed
the existing vulnerabilities on the communication link used
by robotic applications. Afterwards, the authors targeted the
integrity, availability, and confidentiality, using an impact-
oriented approach. This was done by following the National
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Fig. 5: Precocious robotic measures

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) adversarial risk
assessment template [249]. The authors designed an open
source Robot Attack Tool (RAT). Moreover, their performed
attacks risk level was qualitatively assessed with physically
consequences being identified. The authors goal is to improve
both safety and security of robotic platform by raising aware-
ness and increasing the understanding of new emerging threats.
Moreover, as for risk assessment, Kriaa et al. presented a
comprehensive survey of existing designs and risk assessment
studies that took into consideration both security and safety
for industrial infrastructures [250]. McLean et al. presented
a new method that identifies the risks that surround mobile
agent systems [251]. Guiochet et al. adapted a classic risk
assessment approach to be applied during the initial phases of
the development process for autonomous systems including
service robots [252]. Their analysis was based on the guide-

word-based collaborative method HAZOP (HAZard OPerabil-
ity), which was applied to Unified Modeling Language (UML)
models. This presented risk assessment approach was applied
on an assisting robot, which provided assistance for standing
up, sitting down and walking, and health-state monitoring.
Vuong et al. investigated physical indicators of cyber-attacks
on a rescue robot [11]. Their study found how an adversely
can affect rescue robots’ operation and impair an emergency
response action. This paper summarizes the security measures
at the application level in Fig. 6.

Moreover, Wagner et al. presented TIM, which is a
largescale flexible and transportable robotic timber construc-
tion platform [253]. TIM is location independent, reconfig-
urable and rapidly integrated, offering higher levels of quality
and productivity. However, it lacked the security level testing,
and requires further testing performance-wise. Diab et al. pre-
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Fig. 6: Requirements to ensure security for robotics applications

sented SkillMaN as a planning and execution framework using
a module with experiential knowledge to integrate perception,
planning, knowledge-based reasoning, and to execute various
skills such as robot trajectories [254]. However, further study
is also required from a cyber-security perspective. Choi et
al. presented to recover robotic vehicles (RVs) from various
(physical) sensor attacks, using a technique that builds a
predictive state-space model based on the generic system
identification technique and using sensor measurement pre-
diction [255]. Upon attack, sensors can isolate and recover
the compromised sensors to prevent further damage. The
experimental results, conducted on a quad-rotor and a rover,
reveal the ability to safely recover the vehicle from various
attacks and prevent crashing. Beaudoin et al. presented an
original software/hardware solution to obtain a universal low-
level architecture for agile and easily replicable close-range re-
mote sensing robots in different environments and on different
platforms (land, surface, submarine and air) [256]. Beaudoin et
al. also discussed the wise choice of Ardupilot as an autopilot
and presented the ESP32 as an effective new hardware solution
in terms of price and energy consumption. The experimental
results revealed the easiness of tracking and achieving levels
of autonomy except for flying devices. Huang et al. presented
ScatterID as a lightweight system that attaches feather-light
and battery-less back-scatter tags to single-antenna robots to
overcome Sybil attacks [257]. The experimental results on
the iRobot Create platform reveal a 96.4% accuracy level for
identity verification.

D. Robotic System’s:Identification, Verification & Authentica-
tion

In a robotic system, both identification and verification
are essential to prevent unauthorized access to the robots
control machines. Hence, biometric systems and techniques
are devoted to play a key role in this context. However, prior to
the biometric systems set up, there is also a need for a database
to store the biometric templates safely. This allows the stored
data to be used for future use [258]. Such a process is known
as the enrolment process. In order to achieve identification
and/or verification process, several biometric techniques are
needed [259]. These biometric techniques can be divided into
physical and behavioural biometric techniques [260]. Physical
biometric techniques include facial recognition [261], finger-
print [262], retina [263] and iris scan [264]. Behavioural bio-
metric techniques are mainly based on voice recognition [264],
[260], hand geometry recognition [265], [266] and signature
recognition [263], [260].

In fact, authentication is primarily used as a first defen-
sive line that ensures the authentication of both, source and
destination alike [267]. Authentication can also be based on
either multi-factor authentication, where a second security
mechanism is required in order to access a system in addition
to the password or cryptographic first-factor authentication
that requires only to enter a single password or a secret key.
This makes the attack success probability low compared to
only one single factor. In the following, we list several robot
authentication schemes. In fact, Nguyen et al. did investigate
the relationship between password protocols and other cryp-
tographic primitives and realised that password-authenticated
key exchange and public-key encryption are incomparable un-
der black-box reductions in [268]. At first, Lamport [269] was
the first to present a remote user authentication scheme using
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a password. Song et al. presented a dual-factor authentication
scheme based on the use of smart cards [270]. Similar au-
thentication approaches were presented for e-payment systems
in [271]. He et al. presented an enhanced dual-factor user
authentication scheme to protect Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) [272], [273]. This scheme only uses hash function
with a successful user authentication that uses three message
exchanges. Both security and performance analysis state that it
is more secure and efficient compared to other well-known au-
thentication schemes. Das et al. presented the first smart-card-
based password authentication scheme for WSNs [274]. How-
ever, the proposed solution lacks both mutual authentication
and user anonymity [275]. In addition, different authentication-
factor solutions have also been presented in [276], where Xue
et al. presented a temporal-credential-based mutual authenti-
cation scheme among the user, Gateway Node (GWN) and
the sensor node. Security and performance analysis state that
this scheme offers more security features and high security
level without any communication, computation and storage
overhead. Moreover, Wang et al. presented a systematical
evaluation framework for schemes to be assessed objectively
in [277]. Evaluation results indicate that all existing schemes
are not ideal. Hence, further work is required in this regard.
Li et al. presented an advanced temporal credential-based
security scheme with mutual authentication and key agreement
for WSNs in [278]. By using lightweight one-way hashing
computation, this authentication scheme significantly reduces
the implementation cost against various attacks including
insider attacks. Meanwhile, Gope et al. presented a realistic
lightweight anonymous authentication protocol for securing
real-time application data access for WSN [279]. This solution
offers more security features with high security levels at a low
communication and computation cost. Jiang et al. revealed
that the initial temporal-credential-based authentication that
was presented by Xue et al. was prone to various types
of attacks, and presented a scheme that further cuts the
computational cost [280]. Thus, reducing security flaws and
improving performance, making them more suitable for WSN
applications. Hence, Wu et al. presented an efficient two-factor
authentication scheme for the single-gateway environment that
achieves user anonymity, whilst preventing de-synchronization
attacks in [281]. However, such models were not scalable
enough in multi-gateway industrial WSNs, but proved to
offer more security characters than Jiang et al. and Choi
et al.’s schemes, especially for WSNs. As a result, Amin-
Biswas presented a comprehensive lightweight user authen-
tication and key agreement scheme for this specific purpose
in [282]. Both security and performance analysis show that
this scheme resists certain security weaknesses but achieves
complete security requirements such as energy efficiency, user
anonymity, mutual authentication and user-friendly password
change phase with more efficiency. However, this scheme
is prone to spoofing attacks and offline password guessing
attacks. Hence, Srinivas et al. proposed a scheme to overcome
these problems in [283]. This scheme supports dynamic node
addition and user friendly password change mechanisms using
the BAN-logic, providing mutual authentication. The security
analysis shows that this scheme is secure against the known

attacks for authentication protocols including replay and man-
in-the-middle attacks. However, González Muñiz and Laud
stated that symmetric-key techniques were not enough to
construct message recognition protocols in [284]. Moreover,
the authors also presented a very strong evidence that Message
Recognition Protocols (MRPs) cannot be built from "cheap"
primitives using only hash functions and XORing. Hence, Ku-
mar et al. attempted to develop a privacy-preserving two-factor
authentication framework exclusively for WSNs to overcome
various types of attacks in [285]. Despite this scheme having
its own pros and cons, it can resist against popular attacks,
and achieves better efficiency at low computation cost.

E. Cryptographic Solutions & Protocols
In fact, cryptographic protocols are used to authenticate

user(s) or device(s) using cryptographic algorithms as a basic
element. These elements can either be a hashing function
(with or without key), or symmetric and asymmetric encryp-
tion algorithms. In fact, designing an efficient cryptographic
algorithm would result in the reduction of the required latency
and resources. Moreover, an efficient authentication protocol
should reduce the required communication overhead. This is
achieved by reducing the size of the communicated message
during the authentication steps. However, improving the key
management techniques and securing the ROS management
layer can help to reach better security level. In this context,
symmetric cryptographic protocols are preferred since they
are known to be more lightweight than asymmetric ciphers,
especially with the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
being faster than Elliptic-Curve Cryptography (ECC) in [286].
Furthermore, symmetric protocols are more energy efficient,
especially when using the optimized AES block cipher. Differ-
ent lightweight ciphers were presented recently and described
in [19], including KATAN [287], KLEIN [288], mCryp-
ton [289], Piccolo [290], PRESENT [291], TWINE [292],
and EPCBC [293]. On the other hand, stream ciphers can be
constructed by block ciphers using the Counter (CTR) and
Output FeedBack (OFB) operation mode [294].

Breiling et al. presented a solution to secure Robot Op-
erating Systems (ROS) communication channels using cryp-
tographic methods [295]. In fact, this cryptographic method
helps reducing DoS attacks. In [296], Hussein et al. introduced
a Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Datagram Transport
Layer Security (DTLS) in the ROS core to secure the robot
communication. This solution provides a fine-grained control
over permissions to publish, subscribe or consume data. How-
ever, the authors did not secure the ROS master, which can be
achieved via a secure channel or digital certificate [297].

Hussaini et al. presented an enhancement to the cyber-
security level of cloud data. This included the introduction of
a new security model with optimal key selection, by clustering
secret information with a K-Mediod clustering algorithm based
on a data distance measure and encrypting the clustered data
using Blowfish Encryption (BE) and stored in the cloud [298].
The testing results revealed the improved level of accuracy
and maximum level of cyber-security that the confidentiality-
based cloud storage framework present. Tian et al. presented
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a Cloud-Edge hybrid robotic system to enable dynamic, and
compliant feedback control for physical human robot interac-
tions (pHRIs) [299]. This solution was tested on various robots
(i.e Yumi, DoF, Igor and Pepper) and revealed its robustness in
mitigating network latency within the Cloud-Edge perception
feedback loop. Chavhan et al. presented a model that achieves
mutual authentication and encryption mechanism to access to
the hosted robotic services, using Kerberos module and the
Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES) for data
encryption [300]. The authors also performed a cryptanalysis
test on their solution using the Proverif tool and revealed the
ability of their system to overcome various security threats
and attacks. Strobel et al. compared consensus protocols used
in swarm robotics and showed how they fail in the presence
of Byzantine (malicious) robots [301]. As a result, ARGoS-
blockchain interface was presented to provide a secure robot
swarm coordination via blockchain-based smart contracts as
meta-controllers, that also overcome sybil attacks. However,
further work is needed to ensure its efficiency against other
robotic-related attacks. Lastly, Alcaraz et al. presented a three
layer-based interconnection architecture architecture with a
blockchain technology for Industry 4.0, to achieve a secure
and reliable connection among entities [302]. Despite its
advantages, it does not meet trade-off between operational
performance and security, as well as the complexity in storing
data.

F. Intrusion Detection Systems & Firewalls

It is highly important to implement different methods
of intrusion detection systems (hybrid solution). This helps
increasing the level of protection and reaction against known
(signature method) and unknown (specification and anomaly
detection methods) threats that surround the robotic domain.
In fact, different approaches were presented in this aim. This
includes a synthesis technique used to build a distributed
IDS to secure a class of multi-agents robots by Fagiolini et
al. in [303]. Their IDS includes a decentralized monitoring
mechanism and an agreement mechanism. The obtained
testing results prove that the method is functional and can
detect an intrusive behaviour with a good error rate (15%
error). Such success is reinforced by similar systems, like the
determination of behaviour in the use of credit card [304]
using neural networks. This is achieved whilst allowing
the administrators’ knowledge to be easily introduced into
the system in a way that new important information can
be embedded to keep the data updated [305]. Another
non-parametric density estimation approach was presented
by Yeung et al. in [306], using Parzen-window estimators
with Gaussian kernels to build an intrusion detection system
using normal data only. The authors stated that despite its
high computational demands during the testing phase, it
does not require any training at all. Another approach named
WebSTAT was presented by Vigna et al. in [307]. WebSTAT
is a novel intrusion detection system that analyzes web
requests and searches for evidence of malicious behaviours,
ensuring both flexibility and extensibility, along a much more
effective web-based attack detection at a lower false positive

rate. Experimental results indicate that this stateful intrusion
detection can be performed on high performance servers in
a real-time manner. Onat et al. presented the mIDS, as a
general methodology of an anomaly-based IDS that uses the
Binar Logistic Regression (BLR) statistical tool to classify
local sensor activities and to detect the malicious behaviour
of the sensor node [308]. Evaluation results indicate a
detection rate that ranges between 88% and 100% using
routing layer attacks. This does not seem to be an ideal
solution. Another approach was presented by Gudadhe et al.
in [309]. This approach is a new network intrusion detection
model using boosted decision trees. The generalized accuracy
of the boosted decision tree was compared with different
algorithms such as Naïve Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN)
and the testing results show that this algorithm outperform
existing algorithms when applied for real world intrusion.
Another hybrid IDS approach was presented by Om et al.
in [310]. This approach combines the merits of anomaly and
misuse detection to overcome the very high false alarm rate
of anomaly detection.This hybrid IDS combines k-Means,
K-nearest neighbour and Naïve Bayes for anomaly detection.
The main drawback of their presented approach is that real
life datasets have a slightly small difference between normal
and anomalous data.

In fact, the recently presented work by various authors, re-
veal an enhanced protection version towards robotic domains.
For example, Rath et al. presented a lively MANET-based
automated convention called PD-ROBO with an IDS structure
to overcome replay assault in mechanical based Mobile Adhoc
Networks (MANETs) [311]. Results revealed its effectiveness
in overcoming directing control overhead and achieving the
right Quality of Service satisfaction in robotic communication.
Rivera et al. presented ROS-Immunity as a solution that allows
ROS users to harden their systems against attackers with
low overhead, using robustness assessment, automatic rule
generation, and distributed defense with a firewall [312]. This
solution was also tested on a self-driving car, a swarm robotic
system, and results revealed a low minimal overhead with 7-
18% extra system power, a low false positive rate 8% and abil-
ity to react to stop attackers exploiting unknown vulnerabilities
within 2.4 seconds. Zhou et al. presented a novel ensemble
system based on the modified adaptive boosting with area
under the curve (M-AdaBoost-A) algorithm to more effectively
detect network intrusions [313]. Their mode was compared
to already existing standard techniques, and it proves that it
can achieve a a higher performance for imbalanced multi-class
data both 802.11 wireless intrusion detection and traditional
enterprise intrusion detection. Gorbenko et al. discussed the
problem of intrusion detection for zero-day deceptive attacks,
and introduced an intrusion detection system based on an ab-
normal behavioral pattern detection technique for closed-loop
robotic systems to detect zero-day deceptive attacks [314].
Experimental results reveal that it outperforms other solu-
tions in detecting zero-day strictly deceptive attacks with
high efficiency. Lastly, Almalawi et al. presented the Gobal
Anomaly Threshold to Unsupervised Detection (GATUD) as
an add-on anomaly threshold technique that identifies any
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abnormal deviation, and improves the performance of the
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) unsu-
pervised anomaly detection approaches [315]. Experimental
results indicate that it can achieve a significant improvement
in the unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms. To resume
the reviewed work, a summary is presented inTABLE IV.

G. Honeypots Security Solutions

Honeypots are very useful tools that supplement other
security technologies in order to form a firm (see TABLE V,
and sophisticated defensive network security system [316].
Honeypots can be employed as a stand alone system. In fact,
they can also be employed in cooperation and collaboration
with IDSs and firewalls alike, especially with their ability to
detect, prevent and react.

This allows them to become a very useful deceptive tool that
traps the attacker by sacrificing a given unneeded or unwanted
system to server as a decoy [317]. In fact, if honeypots are
employed with IDSes, they are capable of reducing both false
positive and false negative rates. Moreover, they also ensure a
high level of dynamicity and flexibility to respond to various
types of attacks.

Therefore, different honeypot systems were presented in
the literature. To solve robotic issues and problems, Irvene et
al. introduced a HoneyBot [318]. This HoneyBot is based on
a hybrid interaction honeypot which is designed specifically
for robot systems. Unlike other honeypots, HoneyBot can
accurately deceiving intelligent attackers through the reliance
on HoneyPhy and techniques from traditional honeypots
along with device models being in use. This allows the
authors to fool the attackers into believing that their exploits
were successful, whilst communication was logged to be
used for attribution and threat model creation. Another
type of honeypots was presented by R. Marcus, known as
the Backofficer Friendly (BOF) [319]. This honeypot is
a lightweight honeypot that is free for distribution. This
approach ensures an accurate extraction of the essential
meaning and most important aspects of honeypots idea and
insights. This allows BOF to have a clear view of the attack
process, with the ability to collect logs, send alerts, in addition
to responding with fake replies whenever a user connects
to http, ftp, and telnet ports. Another honeypot approach
was presented in [320] and is called Specter was developed
and sold by a Swiss company called Netsec. This type of
honeypots is used for commercial productions with the aim
of detection. Specter is capable of simulating around roughly
thirteen different OSes (including Windows and Linux),
with the ability to offer around fourteen different network
services and traps. This offers the chance to actively gather
information about the attackers. In fact, Specter is a low
interactive honeypot that fakes a given reply to the attackers
request. Another Honeypot approach named Honeyd was
created by N. Provos and was presented in [321]. In [322],
La et al. developed a game theoretic model that analyses
deceptive attacks and defence problems in a honeypot enabled
IoT network. Their approach uses a Bayesian belief update
scheme in their repeated game. Their simulation results

show that whenever facing a high concentration of active
attackers, the defenders best interest was to heavily deploy
honeypots. This allows the defender to use a mixed defensive
strategy that keeps the attackers successful attack rate low.
Furthermore, Honeyd is classified as an open source yet
powerful honeypot production used for detection and reaction
against a given attacker. Moreover, it is capable of hiding the
guests OS before the attacker detects it, with the ability to
achieve or surpass 400 OS kinds at a given IP stack level.
This reaches hundreds of computers and devices at a single
machine use. Therefore, this allows the simulated reply to
an attackers request with the ability to customize the reply
script to ensure much more flexibility against the attacker.
Finally, another approach, called Honeynet, was presented
by L. Spitzner in [323]. Honeynet can be modified to ensure
better detection and reaction against a given attack, especially
with new methods and techniques being employed and used
to capture and control data. Therefore, it can ensure a higher
flexibility and access control ability.

As a summary, these approaches are summarized in the
following table TABLE VI.

H. Artificial-Intelligence Based Solutions
The choice of AI-based solutions was not only limited to

perform highly accurate robotic tasks in a timely manner.
In fact, the current work is now focusing on deploying AI
into ensuring a highly secure robotic environment with the
high accuracy and less overhead. Terra et al. presented the
implementation of Fuzzy Logic System (FLS) and Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) to build risk mitigation modules for
human-robot collaboration scenarios [324]. The testing results
revealed that the presented risk mitigation strategies improve
the safety aspect and the efficiency by 26% from the default
setup. Wang et al. presented the main security threats for
autonomous mobile robots and how to overcome them [325].
As a result, RoboFuzz was presented to automatically perform
directed fuzzing sensor values at appropriate occasions, lead-
ing robots to a compromised state. The testing results indicate
that concrete threats can be imposed to robots at a success
rate of 93.3%, with a loss of work efficacy reaching 4.1%
in mitigation mode. Bykovsky presented the minimization of
Multiple-Valued Logic (MVL) functions for the analysis of
aggregated objects [326]. To ensure the full use of MVLs, a
heterogeneous network architecture was also presented using
three allocated levels of AI such as logic modeling for dis-
crete multiple-valued logic, Boolean logic, and fuzzy logic.
This solution aims to provide additional secret coding, data
aggregation, data protection and communications for network
addressing and the targeted control of robotic devices. Alamer
presented a Secure Anonymous Tracing (SAT) fog-assisted
method that supports the tracing of Internet of Robotic Things
(IoRT) through a Fog Computing (FC) network system [327].
SAT is based on the Counting Bloom Filter (CBF) method
and the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) technique. Both
analysis and evaluation results reveal the effectiveness of SAT
especially in terms of false positive rate, memory cost and
query running time consumption in a secure manner.
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TABLE IV: IDS approaches

IDS Approaches Reference Advantages Drawbacks Characteristics
Synthesis technique
used for distributed
IDS

[303] Detects new attacks, no loss of per-
formance, reduced cost, and cod-
ifies new kinds of attack due to
its good sensibility in detection of
policy violation

Presence of malicious
monitors that share false
information that affects
how systems monitor
robots

Used to secure a class of multi-
agents robotic, made of a decen-
tralized monitoring mechanism and
agreement mechanism

WebSTAT [307] Operates on multiple event
streams, correlates network-level
and operating system-level events
with entries contained in server
logs, ensures a more effective
web-based attack detection at a
lower false positive rate, ensuring
a high performance in real-time

Possibility of higher false
negative rates

Stateful IDS based on the exten-
sion of the STAT framework to de-
tect web-based attacks, providing
a sophisticated language describing
multi-step attacks to ensure both
flexibility and extensibility

Network IDS model [309] The generalized accuracy of the
boosted decision tree outperformed
the compared algorithms

Limited to network at-
tacks, unsuitable for mal-
ware attacks

Network IDS model that uses
boosted decision trees based on
a learning technique that allows
the combination of several decision
trees

Parzen-Window [306] Does not require any training at
all, can easily adapt to any data
changes, along the ability to eas-
ily integrate new training examples
into models without the need to
retraining them from scratch

High Computational De-
mands

Similar characteristics to Ic-
nearest-neighbor (Ic-NN) classifier

Hybrid IDS Approach [310] k-Means algorithm for clustering
with a hybrid classifier used to
overcome very high false alarm
rates, fuzzy algorithms used to
overcome the real life dataset issue

Real life datasets have
a small difference be-
tween normal and anoma-
lous data

Combines the merits of anomaly
and misuse detection

Novel anomaly de-
tection based security
scheme

[308] Low-complexity cooperative algo-
rithms can possibly improve both
detection and containment pro-
cesses, nodes can effectively iden-
tify an intruder trying to imperson-
ate a legitimate neighbour

Unable to detect different
vulnerability types

Used for large scale sensor net-
works to exploit their stability in
their neighbouring information

TABLE V: Honeypots explained

Interaction level Operational process Deployment process Risk level Run process Compromised level
Low interaction Simulated services

and applications
Simple deployment Low risk Not operational

in any production
system

Easy detection

High interaction Relies on Operating
Systems and applica-
tions alike

Complex deployment High risk Operational on pro-
duction systems

Harder to detect

Hybrid interaction Switching
dynamically between
simulators and real
systems

Simple deployment Medium risk Operational within
production systems

Harder to detect

TABLE VI: Presented honeypot approaches

Honeypot
approaches

Reference Advantages Drawbacks Characteristics

HoneyBot [318] Accurately deceives intelligent attackers Limited to users with no phys-
ical or visual access to the
robotic system

Hybrid interaction, specifically
designed for robotic systems

Backofficer
friendly

[319] Having a clear view of the attack pro-
cess, collecting logs, sending alerts and fake
replies to the attacker

Limited to detecting attacks on
seven ports only

Lightweight honeypot, free for
distribution

Specter [320] Simulates thirteen different OSs, and of-
fers fourteen different networks services and
traps, actively gather information about the
attackers and fakes a given reply to their
request

Limited detection activity on
only 14 TCP ports, prone to
IP/Port Snorting

low interactive honeypots used
for commercial productions
for detection purposes

Honeyd [321] Reporting bugs and source code, creates
virtual hosts on a network, where hosts can
be configured to run arbitrary services

Adversary never gains access
to a complete system despite
compromising a simulated ser-
vice

Open source virtual yet power-
ful honeypot production used
for detection and reaction
against a given attacker

Honeynet [323] Can be modified to ensure a better detection
and reaction against a given attack, with
new methods to capture and control data

Attackers can fingerprint the
honeynet and launch attacks in
the outbound limits

Highest honeypot research
level, and high interaction
honeypot
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VI. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS, RECOMMENDATIONS, &
FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Based on the reviewed works, we found that various security
requirements are still needed to be studied, conducted and
analysed to enhance the discussed security countermeasures
and the recommendations for future research directions. A
very limited number of presented work included managing the
security aspect of robotics during the design phase, and many
focused on how to maintain the privacy and confidentiality
through encryption without taking into consideration the
source authentication and data integrity part through the
use of strong keyed hash mechanism (E.g HMAC) or by
using authentication operation mode such as Cipher-based
Message Authentication Code (CMAC) and Galois Message
Authentication Code (GMAC) [328].

On the other hand, only a handful number of papers
discussed the use of forensics [329], [330]. Consequently, a
further advanced attention is required to reveal the event prior
the exploitation of a given robotic system through the con-
duction of a specialised robotic digital forensic investigation.
No research was based on the adoption of self-healing robotic
system to overcome any possible power/system failure with
systems serving as back up. Therefore, many aspects require
further studies and deeper understanding to secure robotic
systems in all forms, aspects and domains. Therefore, in this
section, we include the main requirements for ensuring the
robotics domain security. In addition, we present our rec-
ommendations for possible security enhancements and future
research directions.

A. Security Requirements

It is essential to ensure the security of robots wireless
communications through the implementation of various secu-
rity mechanisms. This maintains secure communication and
ensures authentication, integrity, confidentiality, and availabil-
ity [331].

1) Adaptive Security: This paper found that it is important
to ensure and implement an active and adaptive security solu-
tion. This adaptive security solutions can be divided into two
main types, threat-centred or data-centred to know what data
to secure, and against whom the data must be secured [332].

• Threat-centred: evaluates threats in order to employ
the right security measures. If there is no risk, security
measures should not be applied in order to reduce un-
necessary resources cost. In fact, [19] presented a threat-
centred adaptive security solution.

• Data-centred: this approach ensures that data sensitivity
must be evaluated first, focusing on which data needs to
be secured instead of evaluating the threat level [19].

2) Outsource Security: Outsource security delegates heavy
operations to powerful devices, whilst also using cryptographic
aiders. Moreover, it can ensure three main assistance modes
including trusted assistance, semi-trusted assistance, and un-
trusted assistance. As a result, applications using this secu-
rity type rely on the environmental deployment by assisting
devices that are available and accessible to the constrained

node [19], [333]. In fact, the use of aiders helps computing
expensive operations by carrying intensive computations and
reducing energy consumption, or by dividing the execution
of cryptographic algorithm to be done locally by being less
intensive.

3) Trusted Assistance Outsource Security: Trusted assis-
tance outsource security relies on trusted assistants, where
heavy operations can be assigned to a specific assistant by
preserving security and privacy to maintain the systems avail-
ability [19]. This includes relying on RivestShamirAdleman
(RSA) and Extended Tiny Encryption Algorithm (XTEA)
protocols [334], along the use of Trusted Platform module
(TPM) for WSNs [335], [336]. However, such operations can
be really expensive in terms of cost and maintenance.

4) Semi-Trusted Assistance Outsource Security: Semi-
Trusted is based on an entity that correctly performs its
assigned task to maintain confidentiality by preventing the
disclosure of sensitive information. It includes the ability to
learn more about the essential information that should be
secured, where nodes rely on unconstrained accessible devices
due to the unavailability of hardware equipment. This allows
storing the encrypted data in a remote server [337], [338] using
Key Ciphertext-Policy Based Encryption (CP-ABE) [333] and
Key Police-Attribute Based Encryption (KP-ABE) [339].

5) Untrusted Assistance Outsource Security: The main
objective of this approach is to ensure the systems’ accuracy.
However, the main challenges are based on the possibility of
a robot or device being prone to misconfiguration or software
bugs. This may lead to inaccurate results as an outcome.
Therefore, the aim is to ensure the results’ accuracy by
detecting any possible failure [340].

6) Online/Offline Security: On-line/Off-line security con-
cept is based on transforming cryptographic schemes into two
main phases [19]. The first phase is the offline phase, where
the message is encrypted before initiating the security service
and before identifying the destination. This phase reduces the
online cryptographic overhead by producing the ciphertexts
and storing them. This, consequently, reduces the required
online latency. The second phase is performed online, using
the stored results in the offline phase. Thus, this phase should
be fast [341], [342]. However, the online/offline approach
might be difficult to employ and apply, especially with heavy
operations being related to unknown and unidentified data.

7) Low Power Security: Low-power security protocols offer
an alternative solution for heavy cryptosystems, since they
provide the necessary basis to build up energy-efficient se-
curity services. Thus, they reduce energy consumption by
relying on low-power protocols [19]. As a result, various
optimized low-power asymmetric cryptosystems were pre-
sented in [343], [344], [345] including the use of Elliptic-
Curve Cryptography (ECC) and the open source public-key
cryptosystem that uses lattice-based cryptography to encrypt
and decrypt data (NTRU) operations. However, designing an
efficient lightweight and robust cryptographic protocol for
robotic applications, that require low communication, delay,
and resources overheads, is not a straightforward task (trade-
off between security level and performance).
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8) Physical Layer Security: A new approach has emerged
in the physical layer research domain towards benefiting from
it to enhance security [19], [346], [347]. In fact, Physical
Layer Security (PLS) is an emerging paradigm employed to
enhance wireless network security without relying on higher-
layer encryption techniques. PLS enables legitimate users
to exchange confidential messages over a secure wireless
medium. This is done by utilizing the main properties and
characteristics of the wireless channel. The main objective
is to apply security approaches at the physical layer with
lesser energy consumption. Therefore, PLS is very suitable
for resource-constrained networks, such as in the Industrial
IOT (IIoT) and IoT cases in [348], [349].
Physical layer encryption schemes were presented in [350],
[351], [352] and a dynamic key is obtained by hashing the
mixing of a nonce obtained from the hash of certain physical
parameters and a secret key to produce a dynamic key. This
solution introduces the dynamicity into physical cryptographic
algorithms by updating cryptographic primitives for each new
input frame. This can be applied to design new lightweight
cryptographic primitives at the physical layer, which is useful
for robots as the connection between robots and network
server can be realized by wireless communication means (star
topology).

B. Recommendations

In order to enhance the level of robots security, it is essential
to take the following cyber-security measures into account:

• Securing robots by design: manufacturers should take
security as a key component in the development of any
firmware, hardware and application. Such a move should
be achieved by the implementation of strongly secure
cryptographic mechanisms.

• Enhanced policies: the adoption of authorization and au-
thentication policies prevents unauthorized entities from
accessing the robotic system, which makes it less prone
to insider threats.

• Real-time isolation: the need to implement mechanisms
that instantly disconnect or/and turn off the robot once
a security threat is detected. This can ensure that robots
will not be controlled by an adversary, which prevents any
damage from occurring, as well as avoids injuries or/and
death. To do so, there is a need for a self-destructive
chip to be implemented in each robot, which can either
be software or hardware.

• Enhanced testing phase: robots must undergo a regular
testing phase in order to evaluate their security threat level
on human’s life. This is the case when robots fall into the
wrong hands.

• Application testing: the security of the applications that
control the robots must be tested. This helps detecting
any exploitable vulnerability or security gap, and fixing
it as soon as possible. In fact, this can be realized by
designing automated robotic penetration tests.

• Enhanced forensics: ROS forensics are not being given
a great importance in order to trace back and reconstruct

any possible attack event(s) [329], [353], [354]. This also
includes network forensics analysis to match patterns,
identify streams and examine data [330].

• Safer robotic designs: robots and robotics must undergo
a safety test before and after achieving the required
design to reduce the occurrence of any potential risk that
may prove being harmful or lethal against any human
operator(s).

• Smarter robotic designs: smarter designs must be
adopted to reduce any false negatives and false positives
that may affect the accuracy of the assigned task(s), and
to ensure that tasks are performed in a real time manner
with no latency.

• Quantum powered robots: may be adopted in the near
future. This can be done via the emergency of cloud-
based quantum computing services and Quantum Co-
Processors (QPUs) to operate with classic CPUs for the
development of more "intelligent" robots.

• Simpler designs: must also be adopted to prevent any
design complexity that renders the robotics’ use as either
complex for human operators, or/and difficult to adopt on
a given system.

• By-customers design: robots must be designed and
developed in a manner that allows their adoption as an
answer to the customers’ need(s) to enhance productivity,
reduce cost and reduce wasted time.

• Efficient robotic deployment: is required based on
the lessons learnt from previous experiences especially
in industrial, agricultural, military/law enforcement and
medical fields. This primarily includes how to ensure an
efficient adoption and use of robots to combat pandemics
via early detection, disinfection and protection (i.e H1N1
and H3N2 influenza viruses, Zika, Ebola, and COVID-19
or SARS-CoV-2).

• Smart self-healing processing: must be adopted by-
design phase or added at a later development stages
to ensure that robots are then capable of overcoming a
variety of attacks in a "smart" manner that allows them
to recover and re-operate normally by identifying the
affected node and isolating it to prevent further damage.

• Multi-tasking robots: Robots should perform a variety
of tasks and not limited to a single aspect to allow them
to further operate and cover wider activities which are
deemed by humans as repetitive and labour-intensive.

• Human-machine interaction: must be adopted to ensure
a much more balanced cooperation and equal collabo-
ration between both humans and machines to ensure a
higher rate of high quality production in a safe and timely
manner.
In the following figure (Fig. 7), we summarize the secu-
rity requirements and recommendations.

C. Future Research Directions

In addition to AI, the advanced information and communica-
tion technology has revolutionized robotic domains. Security
is a serious requirement, since a given attacker (i.e hacker)
can maliciously exploit these robots, which in turn, can lead
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Fig. 7: Recommended security layer

to a complete or partial control of robots or robotic systems.
Therefore, We present several potential research directions in
the following to improve robotic security :

1) New lightweight host/network IDS/IPS: developing a
lightweight efficient IDS that employs anomaly-based
techniques, as a part of the detection method, is crucial
to detect unknown attacks in the robotic context. These
lightweight IDS techniques can be used to make prompt
decisions in a resource-constrained environment or real-
time applications such as robotic applications. Without
an efficient IDS, robots could be compromised leading to
drastic consequences for individuals, companies, cities,
and even countries. This has raised a huge security
concern about current robotics deployments and the ne-
cessity for having a lightweight and robust IDS that can
combine hybrid anomaly detection techniques (statistical
and ML approaches) in addition to signature-based and
specification-based detection methods. This can help the
IDS to make the right decisions, especially for real-
time robotics applications. More research work should
focus on designing new efficient anomaly classification
that can reach a good balance between performance and
detection accuracy.

2) New lightweight multi-factor authentication scheme:
the most widely used authentication mechanism in
robotic systems is the one-factor authentication scheme,
that is based on existing cryptographic authentication
key approaches. These approaches include pre-shared,
asymmetric, and public key infrastructure (PKI). How-
ever, the asymmetric key techniques might not be prac-
tical in the context of limited robotic devices. Ad-

ditionally, the pre-shared password suffers from dif-
ferent security issues. Accordingly, any weakness in
the identification/authentication schemes would allow a
compromised robot to launch dangerous attacks (e.g.
data injection), which can potentially lead to drastic
effects on the functions of the robotic system.
To solve such issues, a combination between lightweight
cryptographic and non-cryptographic-based authentica-
tion protocols should be used to avoid any potential
illegal access as presented in [355], [356]. More research
work should focus on designing new efficient multi-
factor authentication that reach best balance between
performance and authentication accuracy.

3) Lightweight multi-factor cryptographic algorithms
(block cipher and hash function): in fact, designing a
multi-factor cryptographic algorithms for robotic com-
munications would lead to increase the data confiden-
tiality, integrity and source authentication level [357],
[352], [358], since any legal entity should have all fac-
tors (for example to encrypt/decrypt) the communicated
data. Moreover, recent approaches use common channel
parameters as "you know" factor and the secret key
as "you have" factor [350], [351]. These factors are
used to produce a dynamic key since wireless chan-
nel parameters change in a random manner. Moreover,
the proposed cipher should require low latency and
resources. This can be attained by using the one round
cipher approach, where cipher requires only one round
and with a minimum number of operations [359]-[363].
We think that modern cryptographic algorithms should
use the dynamic cryptographic primitives approach to
reach a good balance between security and performance
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level [364]. New research work should be presented
towards reaching the best balance between performance,
security and real implementations [365].

4) Lightweight crypto-compression: since a huge amount
of real-time data is being constantly transmitted between
a robot and the control center or cloud services using
open wireless communications, compression is manda-
tory for any communication system since it reduces the
size of transmitted or stored data. In fact, three main
crypto-compression techniques exist in the literature,
which are: pre-compression, in-compression, and post-
compression. In fact, the pre-compression class degrades
the compression efficiency. While in-compression class
depends on the compressor and requires a modification
in the standard, the post-compression class is more
efficient since it preserves the compression efficiency
independently of the compressor. Moreover, a recent
post-selective image crypto-compression scheme was
presented in [366], [367]. It consists of selecting ran-
domly (uniform distribution) only 5% of the compressed
data to reach a high visual degradation.

5) Intelligent security: while AI can play an essential
role in enabling innovative robotics applications, it is
devoted to play also a key role in securing robot network
communications. AI-based IDS and traffic classification
schemes have been presented in the literature. Recently,
a non-cryptographic device authentication scheme was
presented in [368], [369] and it is based on the network
generated traffic. The presented solution uses an intelli-
gent authentication factor ("you are"), that can help in
reducing the false positive detection rate (illegal access
probability), if combined with another factor(s) ("you
know" and "you have"). Moreover, different security
solutions can benefit from AI to enhance robots security
level. In fact, AI can be used for different modern
security functions in the robotics domain, and it is
not only limited to user/device authentication and IDS-
anomaly detection solutions.

VII. CONCLUSION

Nowadays, robotic systems are being deployed and used
in different domains that are based on critical infrastructures.
However, robotic systems suffer from several security vulner-
abilities that can be exploited to launch dangerous attacks,
which may have drastic consequences on these infrastructures
escalating from economical losses all the way to the loss
of human lives. Such attacks are possible due to the lack
of security by design of robotic systems and the reliance
on open wireless communication channels. As such, it is
highly recommended to protect robots from any possible
attack and by all means necessary. This includes detecting
and preventing attackers from breaching into these systems to
inject malicious malware or/and data to cause either chaos and
havoc in the robots’ operation, or to leak sensitive information
(industrial espionage). Therefore, the authentication process
should be designed to reach the highest possible security level
by employing mutual multi-factor authentication scheme. This

helps in reducing the illegal access to robots/users. On the
other hand, lightweight cryptographic algorithms and protocols
at the network and/or at the physical layer are mandatory to
ensure secure wireless communication with minimal overhead
in terms of delay and required resources. Moreover, privacy-
preserving techniques should be used to ensure the privacy of
legal entities. Moreover, non-cryptographic solutions such as
lightweight intrusion detection or prevention systems should
be designed to better protect the robotics applications. At the
end of this paper, we have discussed the security require-
ments and have presented several recommendations for such
requirements within robotic systems. As part of future work,
we plan to shed more light over the main topics that are yet
to be covered, including the design of anti-forensic solutions
to maintain the integrity of availability of evidences.
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